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Task Force: End Parietal Restrictions 
Report Calls for Enrollment Freeze, 
Armed Security Force Condemned 

by Andy Lang .. The Llliversity should not Many supporters of the task 
Rewrite Editor increase student enrollment unless force now feel they have been 

The Task Force on the Quality it plans to increase dormitory vindicated by its final report, which 
of Student Life has recommended a space. takes varying positions on a wide 
system of 24-hour intervisitation co Services for commuting number of issues and often directly 
for upperclassmen. However, partial students exist "in name only" and criticizes the administration. 
restrictions for freshmen should should be improved. Parietal Change 
continue, the task force said. _ .. The present University center In asking the University to lift 

The intervisitation proposal was is inadequate. A new and larger parietal hour restrictions for upper· 
included in the final comprehensive facility is needed. cIassmen, the task force emphasized 
report of the task force, released in .. The residential adjudicai.':ms that the following standards should 
today's issue of The HOY A. system should be streamlined. be strongly enforced: 

The task force also said: Task Force Controversial • Residents should not "violate 
.. Most dormitory residents feel The task force has been contro- (Continued on Page 13) 

the use - of marijuana offers "no versial since University President 
serious problem to residence hall the Rev. R.J. Henle, S.J., announc
living or campus life:' ed its creation last September. The 

.. The security force "under no 
circumstances" should be permitted Text of Report begins on page 15 
to carry handguns. Analysis page 14 

The long-awaited task force report calls for a "crash building program" 
for new dormitories to prevent Georgetown from becoming a ··commuter 
college." (Photo by Moses Albert) 

.. A "crash building program" -------------
for new dormitories is needed if president said the group 'would be 
Georgetown is not to become a composed of alumni, parents, facul
"commuter college." ty, administrators and students and 

Henle Report 'A Lie' 
argued that it would provide an 
impartial "external audit" of the 
quality of student life. 

Union Rep. Charges 'Bribery~ Student leaders, however, 
criticized Fr. Henle when he set 
aside an earlier report recommend
ing the elimination of restrictions 

by Ken Koenig 
Assistant News Editor 

Union agent Herb Quinn termed 
the Midweek Report of April 4, 
released by the Office of Public 
Relations, "'a lie" and charged the 
University with "bribing" em
ployees. 

About 70 University employees 
attended the Sunday night meeting 
at local 1199 headquarters on I 
Street, N.W. At that meeting the 
April 14 hearing date with the 
National Labor Relations Board 

Student Mobe 
Protests War 
At GU Today 

A campus antiwar group will 
conduct a meeting this afternoon to 
explain the upcoming ·'spring of
fensive" against the escalating air 
war in Indochina. 

The demonstrations will include 
a demonstration at the White House 
scheduled for tomorrow. 

The group, a branch of the Stu
dent Mobilization Committee, set 
the meeting for 2:30 p.m. in the 
Healy basement conference room 
after the student senate voted 
Sunday to support activities to 
publicize the protests and to inform 
Georgetown students about the air 
war. 

, Featured at the meeting will be a 
- national coordinator of the spring 

protests, scheduled for April 22 in 
New York City and Los Angeles, 
and Carol' Feraci, the Ray Conniff 
singer who unexpectedly pulled a 
sign reading "Stop the Killing" 
from her dress when the group was 
performing for President Nixon in 
the White House last January. 

Chris Zinn (SFS '71), who is 
organizing the meeting, said he also 
plans to show a slide program on air 
and electronic warfare in Indo
china. 

(Continued on Page 13\ 

(N.L.R.B.) was announced. He urged the workers to be on parietal hours. When Fr. Henle 
Quinn attacked the University in strong and to resist the efforts of referred the parietal issue to the 

his statements. "The University has other unions. "You have to let-new task force, the students charg
implied in this Midweek Report them know that we're not going to ed that the group was packed with 
that it has given its sanction to stand for any interference. Fr. Henle's appointees and that 
unionizing," he said. "This is a lie." ··The boss can bring in all the student representation was inade-

"The University has said in the unions he wants," Quinn quate. FR. HENLE 
report that they will not interfere continued. "But there is nothing he -----------------------------
with efforts by its employees to can do to keep you from being S t d t C t ROTC 
organize," he continued. "They're victorious if you stay together." U en en e r , 
going to fight you like hell and 
they've started off by bribing some Macke Condemned H · t B $2500 Th if 
employees." Quinn also condemned working lye ts 

The report, which carried a conditions in Macke Food Service --
statement from the Rev. R.J. and the Jesuit Community kitchen. 
Henle, S.J., University President, "Macke Food Service is one of 
said in part: "All employees have the most shameful places on that 
the right to organize for mutual campus," he declar~. ··It's 
benefit and assistance and, specifi- shameful that the University allows 
cally, for collective bargaining in these people to be treated so 
the broadest meaning of this badly." 
term ... They must be free to Quinn said that John Bengiovi, 
make these determinations without the manager of the food service, 
let or hindrance, without intimida- "leans on the workers and brow-
tion or unjust presure. beats them." 

"Hence, procedures must be The situation is particularly bad 
followed which will protect the for the Spanish-speaking em-
rights of the employees, provide for (Continued on Page 10), 
a fair presentation by competing 
unions and by the employer and 
insure an objective and orderly 
settlement of the matter." 

QUinn charged, however, that 
this statement was merely a facade 
behind which the University was 
moving to pressure employees from 
joining the union. 

"One brother called and told me 
he had just gotten a 48 cent per 
hour raise from the University," 
Quinn said. Quinn did concede, 
however, that until the N.L.R.B. 
asserts its jurisdiction over the 
matter such raises canriot techni
cally be considered bribes. -
, Quinn was sharply critical of 
efforts to interest other unions in 
the Georgetown worker's case. 

by Don Maldari 
Two robberies, possibly related, 

took place on campus this weekend 
resulting in a net loss of approxi
mately $2,500 worth of 
audio-visual equipment. 

The scene of the first robbery 
was the University Theater in Healy 
basement where two $800 movie 
projectors were stolen. A projector 
and two loud speakers, estimated to 
be worth $900, were also stolen 
from the ROTC office in Old 
North. 

The University Theater robbery 
occured sometime between 2 and 9 
a.m. Saturday morning. Thieves 
broke the transom above the door 
of the theater and unlocked the 
door from the inside. They then 
broke into the ticket booth and 
made off with the two projectors. 

Saturday's robbery is the second 
major theft in five months for the 
University Center. Fifteen hundred 
dollars worth of sound equipment 
was stolen from the Center during 
the Christmas break. 

The ROTC robbery, which 
occured late Sunday night or early 
Monday morning, was patterned 
along the same lines. The only 
difference was that the transom was 
simply opened and not broken. 

Captain William Fotta, chief of 
the University Security Force, has 
informed the D. C. Metropolitan 
Police of the robberies, but no 
suspects have yet been named. 

Because the ROTC equipment 
was government property, the 
F .B.1. and the Army Military Police 
have also been called in to work on 
the case. 

Mrs. Susan Palmer Johnson, 
coordinator of student activities 
and the University Center, stated 
that the "$10,000 deductable insur
ance policy held by the University 
will not cover the theft of the two 
projectors. 

'"Temporarily we'll try to bor-

"One of John Ross's (labor 
counsellor for Georgetown Univer
sity) favorite strategies is to bring in 
a number of different unions to 
confuse the situation. 'Divide and 
Conquer' is his principle," Quinn 

~, ,'<- , row a projector from the library," 
Local 1199 Agent Herb Quinn: "They're going to fight you like hell and she continued, "and maybe we can 

said. they've started off by bribing some employees." (Photo by Glenn Moses) (Continued on Page 10) 
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Mud This Year ,Fr.Fit~geraldChaStises Senalt~ 
t----"--:--~~--____IOn Cadieux-Abdala Resolution. 

reference point I H. J. Nora 

During the student government elections the theme of 
"communication" was constantly pursued by the Kenne
dy-Grant ticket. The feeling was that there were enough 
individmils on this campus to do anything provided "we go 
out and get them interested." From questioning Kennedy 
it appears that most of his communications effort has since 
been signed over to the communications committee of the 
senate. This committee has always been notoriously 
nonproductive. Nevertheless the responsibility for solving 
the student government's most pressing problem was given 
to committee chairwoman Janet Cobb, who to all 
appearances was not running on the Kennedy-Grant ticket. 
Cobb had the predictable problems getting her committee 
together and does not foresee putting anything out until 
next year. Kennedy justified this, saying that "it's hard 
getting someone to walk around the campus for four hours 
getting people together." It would have seemed, though, 
that as a former communications chairman himself under 
the Cochetti administration, Kennedy would not have 
relied on the communications committee to realize his 
campaign pledge. . 

The student government also has a communications 
director directly under the chief executive. This post was 
created by Roger Cochetti after his communications 
committee proved ineffective. The post will be ineffective 
for this administration, because J .B. Kennedy hasn't been 
able to locate the communications director, Richard 
Warnick (SFS '75), for some weeks. J.B. says he can't 
waste his time looking for him and I agree, but couldn't he 
possibly fire the man and find another? 

In fairness it must be mentioned that a th£rd 
communications network is being set up in the student 
senate by Vice-President Pat Grant. Every month two 
student senators will be assigned the task of sending out a 
"senate newsletter." Since senators specifically charged 
with the task of communications have repeatedly failed in 
the past, it is doubtful whether two different senators 
every month will do the job of an entire committee as well 
as their other assignments. Besides this there remains the 
problem of setting up a communications network. And a 
report on multifarious senate resolutions will only touch 
. on part of the student government operations. During the 
elections J.B. Kennedy frequently expressed the desire to 
downgrade the role of the student senate to an advisory 
body, so that it would appear that this new communica
tions effort might not be what he envisioned when he 
promised to go out and bring students into student 
government. 

During the election Kennedy and Grant ·expressed a 
desire to continue to visit the corridors after the elections 
were over in order to continue the communications they 
enjoyed during the election campaigning. J.B. told me that 
they have since covered "maybe six corridors" and Pat 
Grant said they covered "10 to 12." There is insufficient 
data for me to analyze this method for reaching the 
people. 

The most successful communications network was the 
one employed by the Thornton-George administration 
during ther first semester in office. Made up mostly of old 
campaign personnel the network got out four newsletters 
from the executz"ve in only a month. When that 
administration called for a student strike even the students 
who didn't wish to strike knew the local issues which 
Thornton and George were pursuing. The few campaign 
workers of Kennedy and Grant that have been seen in 
student government offices have been working on plans for 
the spring "mud-in," a political event few students are yet 
aware of. 

Some communications network is necessary if student 
government is to be at all positive this year, never mind 
helping "to build the future." One wonders though what 
the present administration would communicate if such a 
network existed. There are issues, but no central policy or 
program that it is pursuing. Kennedy admits that right now 
he is just trying to get his feet on the ground. But unless 
his administration takes the initiative and proposed its own 
program as well as remembering its committment to be 
responsive to the student body, there will be lii:tle chance 
to do anything once he makes up his mind on what to do. 

Paradoxically it looks like the student senate might 
become the significant arm of student government this 
year and that we will build the future of the world at 
spring mud-ins. If anyone sees Richard Warnick, please tell 
him that his president's calling. 

,', .. 

by Claudia James intervene with the Cuban govern- Ambassador the freedo~ to speak 
In a letter to Student Senate ment on behalf of two Cubans who at Georgetown," Calzon said. "It 

President Pat Grant, Academic sought political asylum in the was merely to serve as a symbolic 
Vice.President the Rev. Thomas R. Canadian Embassy. The two were gesture which manifested our 
Fitzgerald S.J., has called on the subsequently handed over to Cuban displeasure with the Canadian 
senate to protect the freedom of authorities. government's inaction on this mat-
"recognized groups to invite speak· This resolution, passed by the ter." 
ers to appear here." Msenatde, was vet?e~ bf Ken~edbYdoln Calzon stated that he talked 

This letter was in reaction to the on ay mornIng SInce A a a "th SFS De P t K h 
f I dOd 't th' l' t" f " d WI an e er rog on senate declaration 0 ast Sunday I n see e Imp Ica Ions 0 It an M da . d' I> d h" 

night which declared Canadian neither did I." on y m?r~mg ~ InLOrme 1m 
A b d M 1 C d" On M d A' ta t D f of Abdalas s mtentions to peaceful-m assa or arce a leux, on ay, SSIS n ean old " 

t th G the Sch 1 f F " S . D "d Y emonstrate outSide the Walsh 
persona non gra a on e eorge· 00 0 orelgn el"Vlce aVI B Old" h th 
t R m d " d h" h Ul mg, were e Ambassador own campus. ay on ISSue a memo w IC t k "W h d . t t" 

Th" 1 t· d b stated that due to necessary prepa- was" 0 spea: e a no In en IOn 
IS reso u IOn was propose: y rat ion s for the of mterruptmg the Ambassador's 

Student Government PreSident . " curre~t- speech. If we did, there are other 
John B. Kennedy on behalf of the Canadlan/Amencan Summit, wa t d ·t th b " t th 
Georgetown Abdala organization. Ambassador Cadieux was unable to y~? 0 1 an y gomg 0 e 
According to Abdala President· attend the scheduled SFS Dean's sena e. 
Frank Calzon, the resolution was Office Seminar. In ·Calzon's opinion, the April 
to be a strong protest of the refusal .According to Calzon, there has 10 memo of Assistant Dean Ray
of the Canadian government to been speculation on the part of the mond, stating that the SFS will not 

IRS to Study 
Claims Against 
'89, Saville's 

administration and students that invite Cadieux back until the 
the senate resolution was the reason resolution is changed, i~ a form of 
for the cancellation of the intimidation of the student senate. 
Ambassador's visit. The "memo "Although I don't necessarily 
issued by the Foreign Service agree with Kennedy's action, I 
Dean's office was not accurate," respect his right as president to veto 
according to Calzon. a resolution which he did not think 

The resolution was "not intend- in the best interest of the students," 
ed in any way to deny the Canadian Calzon said. 

"We have found two stores in 
the Georgetown area which may 
have violated the price rules of 
Phase II" reported Mark Silverman 
(SBA'72), one of five Georgetown 
business students currently investi· 
gating local retail prices. 

The two stores are The '89 
Market on 36th St. and Saville's 
Book Store on P St. Both establish
ments are regularly patronized by 
University students. 

Last week Georgetown's Con
sumer Group filed complaints with 
the Internal Revenue Service claim
ing that neither The '89 Market nor 
Saville's have a base price list as 
required under President Nixon's 
Phase II guidelines. 

The Internal Revenue is present
ly studying the charges . 

Silverman stresses that his group 
"is not positive" that actual vio-
lations have occurred, but claims _ 
that "it is good to at least question A consumer group composed of Georgetown students filed a complaint 
these policies." against the '89 Market for violating Phase II guide lines. (Photo by F. 

Close to 50 local stores have Kohun) 
already come under the scrutiny of ,..--------------, r---------------. 
the Consumer Group. With the "PERSONS of variOus occupations 
possible exceptions of The '89 regarding N" American and Overseas 
Market and Saville's, Silverman Opportunities, up to $2,600.00 
gives the other stores "a clean bill monthly" For complete information 

write to JOB RESEARCH, Box 1253, 
of health." Sta. A,.Toronto, Onto Enclose $5 

Silverman pointed to the Uni- to cover cost~'" 

versity Bookstore as being "parti- '-==============~ cularly good in regard to the Phase t'" 

II guidelines." Part Time Work 6-10 p.m. $3.50 an 
hour Salary. Must be neat appearing. 
For interview Apply R. H. Hinkley 
Co. 927 South .Walter Reed Drive, 
Arlington, Virginia 979-2250 11 am 
-6pm. 

The Internal Revenue is not 
expected to release the findings of 
their investigation of The· '89 
Market and Saville's for several 
months. 

Japan Day 
TODAY 

11:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 

Palms Lounge 
Food FREE ADMISSION Music 

" 

SUMMER 
.SESSIONS 

If you are spending your summer in 
the Washington, D.C. area plan to take courses at 

MONTGOMERY COLLEGE 
4 week - 6 week - 8 week sessions 

WRITE TO: 01 RECTOR OF ADMISSIONS 
MONTGOMERY COLLEGE 

Takoma Park Campus 
Takoma Park, Maryland 
20012. 

Rockville Campus 
Rockville, Maryland 
20850 

BICYCLES 
Italian - German - English 
10 SPEEDS 
for del ivery now! 

RONAR BIKES 
18th & Columbia Rd. NW 
232-4300 
Parts & Repairing 

NO SIGN OUT FRONT!! 

WHAT'S HAPPENING NOW 
is at 

I 

BRICK S 
_ GOOD PUCE FOR 1111, 

PUFO •• US &GOOD P [ 0 P L E" 

SMORGASS.oRDS2 
BEER PIZZA FISH It CHaps 

ALL 
YOU CAN EAT AND DRINK 

SUN-THUR - 5 - 7 p" M. 

" .~ 
~ BRICKSKELLER 
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Candidate' Sees New GOP 

DC's Bloodless Coup D'Etat 

.'" '" 

i . 

by Larry Peters 
"The United States in composed 

of 200 million people, but we don't 
have unit.ed states," said General 
Hassan Jeru-Ahmed, candidate for 
the Republican nomination for the 
Washington's delegate seat in the 

'"House of Representatives. He advo
cates a "bloodless coup d'etat of 
the Republican hierarchy here in 
D.C." . 

Speaking before the Georgetown 
University Young Republican Club 
last Wednesday, General Hassan 
said he hopes "to help organize 
Washington and to determine what 
is desired and wanted in the city" 
through the Republican Party. 

He cited the present administrat
ion's interest in drug rehabilitation 

_ through education and its recognit-
General Hassan Jeru-Ahmen. who addressed the Young Republicans ion of the Cosa Nostra in D.C., 
Wednesday night, is seeking the Republican nomination for D.C. which takes out $10 million a day 
Congressional delegate. (Photo by Moses Albert) in gambling and narcotics, as an 

SFS Board Approves Constitution~ 
Extends TerlD to October Elections 

by Tim Brown tion" before their legally consti- scope giving every student an 
A new constitution for the tuted term of office expired. SFS opportunity to participate." 

School of Foreign Service academic Academic Representative Bruce Ma- In other intra-school develop
committee was approved last Mon- gid ('73) said, "It was assumed ments, College Academic Repre
day. It was also decided that the when elections were held last sentative Kevin Canavan ('73) an
present academic committee will October that the term of office nounced an April 20 filing deadline 
remain in office until new elections would be for one year since the for candidates running in the 
are held next October. elections were never billed as College academic board elections. 

A minor controversy developed temporary ones." The elections will be held April 24. 
concerning elections when a copy The controversy concerning The College will elect an at-large 
of the old academic constitution whether elections should be held representative for the entire school, 
was found by former Student immediately or not was finally as well as three class representa
Senator Doug Kellner (SFS '74). brought before the constitutional tives. 
According to this document, elec- court which ruled that the commit· -------------
tions should have been held last tee had no right to suspend their 
February. own constitution without a vote of 

Because of the obsolescence of the SFS student body. The court 
the constitution and because com- called for elections to be held 
mittee members were busy writing within the next two weeks. 
a new constitution to create the The issue was finally decided last ., 
executive council along with work- Monday when the academic com-
ing on the new SFS curriculum, mittee decided to amend the old 
members of the academic commit- constitution calling for elections in 
tee voted to "suspend the constitu· . October and maintaining the pres-

Wanted: Apartment or Town
house. Under $270!month. 
1 or 2 bedrooms in George
town or Foggy Bottom Area. 
Call Jim: 333-1165 days 

341-6513 nights 

ent academic committee until that 
time. 

Next Monday a new constitution 
will be submitted for approval by 
the general committee of the 
academic council. According to 
Magid, "One of the most important 
provisions of the new constitution 
is that it is more democratic in 

indication of the party's potential enforced," he stated. 
for effecting change. Of all the candidates who are 

He believes that "home rule" running against the Honorable Wil
will come to the district in 1976 .liam Fauntroy the incumbent D.C. 
and that the people must become . delegate, Hassan thinks that he is 
potentially oriented in order to use only one who can defeat his 
it properly. Furthermore, Hassan Democratic opponent. He is confi
said, they must become aware of dent that voters need only to 
the fact that they are citizens not "listen to the words and check out 
only of Washington, but of America the action" with regards to his 
as well. Republican platform. 

People (young, old, black, 

white) who are politically minded Parents Here 
are needed to "reduced crime, 
eliminate narcotics and provide a T S GU' 
decent education," he added. 0 ee s 

After his victory, Hassan does 
not plan to become immersed in 'G d & B d' 
"cocktail parties, endless floor 00 a 
debates and moral suasion." In- by Carla Prince 
stead, he would like, among other Parents' Weekend, a program of 
things, to initiate a more effective events planned for parents of 
sanitation department "that would students in the College, begins 
not cover only certain areas of the today and continues through Sun
city." 

H 
. day. 

assan IS opposed to busing According to weekend Chairman 
simply because "it is not good to go and College Dean the Rev. Royden 
far away from home." He added 
that busing would not bring about B. Davis, S.J., the purpose of the 
integration and better education, event is "to expose parents to the 

since "good education must be ~~~u~a:~~~:ts cam~~ to i~~t:~~~ 
accomplished within the local understanding of the student situa
area." A tion at Georgetown." 

majority of street crime, Generally, Fr. Davis feels that 
H::a~ ;eliev~s, is c:used b~ these goals have been accomplished 
~h !c ~ ~.t ~e. mone~ °ds~hP~~f during previous parents' weekendS, 

elr . a 1. ~ IS cc::mvmce a J since he has received considerably 
dru~ JmportatlOn IS .~locked and favorable feedback from the par-
a~dlCts were rehabIlItated that ents in attendance. -
cnme would decrease. . .. . In planning Parents' Weekend, a 
. Hassan also f~~ls ~hat clVlI rIg~ts great effort was made to include a 
IS a movement which h~ run It;: broad spectrum of activities which 
course and has done all It could. represent Georgetown life and to 
The "laws are there, but they are accommodate the responses Fr. 
not understood nor properly Davis received from the parents 

canvassed in February. 
Accordingly included in the full 

schedule of weekend activities are 
Mask and Bauble's Calliope XIII, a 
concert by the Mixed Chorus, 
rugby and lacrosse games, various 
panel discussions concerning stu
dent life and education, a cocktail 
party and dance and tours of some 

. ,. of the major tourist attractions in 

... : Washington. . 
Fr. Davis noted that there was 

"a very fine response" from all the 
classes. As an indication of the 
number of participants in Parents' 
Weekend, Fr. Davis expects "there 
will be 500 to 600 people and 
possible more at the main events, 
such as the cocktail party." 

"The civil rights movement has run its course and has done all it could." 
(Photo by F. Kohun) 

National Pol itical party needs 
telephone solicitors. Choose own 
hours 9 a.m.to 9 p.m. $3.50 per 
hour. Contact Mr. Scully at: 
337-3250. 

LEARN TO FLY WITH US! 
Making Summer Plans? Want to Learn to Fly? 

WHY NOT AN AVIATION SUMMER? 
Here's a full-time program for 2 months to become a licensed 
private pilot. Comprehensive training. Exceeds FAA minimums. 
Living and ground school at Keene State College. A delightful 
location in the heart of vacation land. Serious stuff. Challeng
ing. Rewarding. Fun. Less expensive than you think! It may be 
for YOU! Write us for details. 

SUMMER WINGS 
Old Terminal Building 

Keene A.irport, Keene NH 03431 

..................................•.... ~ ............................ . 
: Rome London Athens : • 

LE ROPE 
: ... · ~ 
:~ • 

JhltpO!i!1illLr iJrrallt? 
Not Wi thUs ...• 

SUMMER-tN-EUROPE PROGRAM 
NY/LONDON/NY 

vIa SMA 707 Jet 

SCuts ava i I ab I e 
students, emp I oyee 

and families 
of: . Georgetown u. 

fREE TRAVEL PLANNER! 
PRIME DATES! 

---
""i 

Q.. 

cw • • 
3 • • 

= 

• • • • • • • • • • • • 

~ CALL: (202) 338-1308 Glenn ~ 
: ~ GEORGETOWN STUDENT FL tGHTS =- • 
.u Room 421 Harbin, G.U. • • • • Washington, D.C. 20007 • • • • * SI89 + S10 Ad",in. p., •.. ' ... , . .", ,. . ...... .... • 

: oscow Zurich _ Tel Aviv : 'o •.•••••••••• 5 •••••• O ••••••••••••••• O ••••• O~~ •••••••• •••••••••• ~ ••• I 
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Editorials 

No Change In ·Sight 
vacations, grievance procedures, improved job 
security, protection of seniority rights and 
establishment of a job classification program. 

Friday, April-14, 1972 

The National Labor Relations Board meets 
today to study a petition filed by Local 
1199D.C. seeking an election to determine 
whether the non-academic personnel of this 
University want to be represented by that 
Union. 

The Union in question, a division of the 
National Union of Hospital and Nursing 
Home Employees, has alleged that the 
University mistreats its workers. Rhetori<; has 
been somewhat inflammatory, centering on 
charges of "bribery" and "interference" on 
the part of the University in order to "stall" 
workers from joining the Union. Georgetown 
officialdom has also allegedly supported a 
theory of "divide and conquer," a method 
whereby more than one union is offered to 
the workers which will confuse them and 
defeat their effort to organize. 

so that pay rates would be considered in ~ 
terms. of ski!l, responsibility and difficulty of 
a partIcular Job. . 

It would seem likely that if the NLRB 
approves the election, Georgetown will find ~ 
itself negotiating with the Union; workers P>~ 2~ 
cannot afford to pass up such an appealing 'J) ~ 
package of benefits. The ultimate implication 0 ~ 
of all th~se benefits is more money from the if 
University's coffers. (Unionization at Johns 
Hopkins University cost $7.5 million as 
estimated by the union.) Higher costs to the 
University will presumably be reflected in 
higher costs to students -in other words, it 
would also seem likely that unionization of 
non-academic personnel will sooner or later 
be reflected in tuition bills. And that's money 
from our pockets. 

The establishment of a union at George
town is not an open and closed question and 
the ramifications of a pro-union vote are 
complex. Local 1199 is offering an attractive 
package of benefits. The Union envisions a 
20-25 percent across-the-board pay increase 
(which it feels the Phase II Pay Board will
accept) as compared to the 5-7 percent 
cost-of-living increase reportedly suggested by 
the University. Local 1199 also offers more 
comprehensive health care services "with even 
greater protection" for the worker and his 
family than he presently receives. 

Ideally, there would be no need for a union 1"""fd.lIUl~,"H1 
on campus. Unions are only needed to 
balance situations in which employers take 
unfair _ advantage of their employees. How- ,....---------------------------, 
ever, the University has in the past taken such 
advantage of its employees and there is no 
reason to believe that the University will 
change this policy in the future. The HOY A, Rostrum 
therefore, supports the efforts of the 

Other· advantages the Union offers are 
non-academic personnel of Georgetown to t----------------------------t 
unIonIze. 

What Price Peace? 
Whiie the White House is smugly asserting 

that President Nixon has neutralized the 
Indochina war as a campaign issue, the 
Georgetown Student Mobilization Committee 
tells a different story. 

Tomorrow, demonstrators will take over 
Lafayette Park in an attempt to remind Mr. 
Nixon that the war is still a lively political 
issue. The President has never thought much 
of student protests. Students are, as we all 
know, a bunch of "campus bums." But the 
purpose of the demonstration tomorrow and 
the "Spring Offensive" in New York City 
April 22 is not to aggravate Mr. Nixon. 

The protests scheduled for this month will 
attempt to de-neutralize the Indochina war, 
to convince the Democratic presidential 
candidates that they must deal with the 
escalating air war as an issue that will 
determine the votes of millions of young 
people in the primaries and in November. The 
protests will also attempt to communicate a 
sense of urgency to an American public 
growing increasingly confident that, well, the 
war is winding down, after all, aren't all those 
American boys coming home? 

But for every soldier we pull out of 
Vietnam we leave a little gift from the 

American wa~ industry: a bomb, or a 
cannister of poisonous defoliant, or a coil of 
barbed wire to fence in the Vietnamese 
displaced by the destruction of their homes 
and herded into American-built shanty towns 
by South Vietnamese troops. Yes, fewer 
Americans are dying, but the price President 
Nixon is willing to pay is dear: the 
destruction of the Vietnamese countryside by 
·American bombs and American chemicals, the 
dIsruption of the Vietnamese way of life, the 
displacement of millions of peasants, the 
consolidation of Thieu's police state at the 
expense of individual liberty. 

The Defense Department concedes that we 
have dropped over eight million pounds of 
bombs on Indochina: more explosives than 
we dropped in World War II and the Korean 
War combined and almost three pounds for 
every man, woman and child on earth. And 
the air war is increasing dramatically. 

The Georgetown community should sup
port and participate in the demonstrations 
scheduled tomorrow and April 22. We need to 
tell the politicians that as long as the killing 
continues in Indochina, the war will continue 
to be an issue in the 1972 Presidential 
elections. 
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Ed. Note - The following letter of transmittal precedes 
the full text of the task force report (see page 15 for the 
report excluding appendices). 

Task Force on the Quality of 
Student Life 

Rev. R.J. Henle, S.J. 
President 
Georgetown University 
Washington, D.C. 20007 

Dear Father Henle: 

April 9, 1972 

I hereby transmit to you and,through you, to the 
Board of Directors, the report of the Task Force on the 
Quality of Student Life. I do not myself agree with 
everything that it contains, nor, perhaps, does any other 
individual member of the Task Force. Nonetheless, the 
document is the expression of a generally prevailing 
consensus in the group and represents a unified point of 
view on most matters. 

The University'S thanks are due, I believe, to my fellow 
members of the Task Force. They have labored long and 
hard, particularly in their several committees, where the 
greater part of the Task Force's work was done. Since I did 
not myself directly take part in the work of the 
committees, I speak with ·some detachment when I say 
that I am impressed with the quality of the work they did. 
I commend them particularly for this to you and the 
Board. 

The Task Force has asked me to express its thanks to 
Miss Virginia Keeler for the extraordinarily devoted 
secretarial work she has done for us; it was far beyond the 
call of duty and was of very great value to us in our work. 
We are also deeply grateful to Miss Liz Carolan for 
efficient help. 

Sincerely yours, 

Francis Canavan, S.J. 
Chairman 
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Tooting-Dixie-A· New Tune 
by Ron Faucheux possible Democratic Presidential or 

They just don't seem to be Vice-Presidential dark horse this 
tooting Dixie the way they used to ' year. 
down there. None less Southern a state than 

Blacks are no longer political Louisiana has just elected a new 
untouchables. Urbane, toul{h, pro- reform Governor, Edwin Edwards; 
gressive, young reform-minded new who is perhaps the first deep South 
politic.ans are getting themselves statewide candidate to win as a 
elected to the highest statewide result of a newly emerging anti·
offices in the S(mth. Even Alabama establishment coalition of blacks, 
has lost its favorite son, George working people and young pro
Wallace, to the. bright lights and gressives. 
cheering crowds of Wisconsin, This new emerging majority isn't 

before November? Can Nixon con
vert a shallow popularity dependent 
upon temporary issues into election 
day votes? Will Wallace run on a third 
party ballot? If Wallace doesn't run, 
will his "fed up" supporters snap 
back to the Democrats or to the 
Republicans? 

The answers to these questions 
are still a long way off. But, when 
they do come, they could have an 
impact upon America's politics that 
will extend far beyond the 1972 
outlook. 

Page Five 

Louisians Governor·Elect Edwin Edwards, one of the new politicians of 
the "maturing South," chats with Ron- Faucheux (SFS '72) who served 
as Edwards' campaign -press secretary during the fall semester as part of 
an independent study project. Michigan and Indiana. a Republican windfall, as President 

The South isn't just changing, as Nixon and the architects of his ___________________________________________ _ 
cliche would have it. What the old "southern strategy" had hoped. r. C ' 
line Confederates and distant north- 1970, the year when the trend was 'Vampus ommentary 
em "liberals" don't seem to under- supposedly running in favor of 
stand is that their long-maintained Spiro Agnew's alliterative labels and 
stereotypes of the South are being John Mitchell's carefully tooled 
shattered by ~orces resulting from game plan, was in the end a year 
newly cut alignments and newly when the Democratic Party had 
shaped hopes. asserted itself in the South, this 

It, Will Never Be the Same 
There's really nothing radically time with a crop of fresh faces. by Roger Cochetti 

different about the South in 1972. Despite Richard Nixon's calcu- Last week it was announced that 
You can't accurately say there is a lated attempts to woo the South our academic vice-president will go 
"New Sout~," because that term away from the Democrats, it would on leave for six months begin· 
has been misused for decades. In be a bad mistake for the Democrat· ning in July. With the announce~ 
short, there is a maturing South, ic Presidential candidate this year ment, an era began to pass at 
ready to take a new look at itself to write·off the region. History's Georgetown. Such a passing was a 
and at America. lesson is clear on this point: since long time in the coming, for Fr. 

Recent years have brought a new the tum of the century no Demo· Fitzgerald represents a great deal 
breed of Southern politician to the crat has ever been elected President more than a highly adept vice· 
fore. Governor Askew of Florida, who didn't carry at least six president to the bureaucratic quag
who has been hailed nationally for southern states. mire which calls itself the Univer. 
having the novel idea that leaders Can new Democratic coalitions sity Administration. "The Silver 

, should lead, is being mentioned as a be built in several Southern states Fox" represents and in many ways 

'All in the Family' 

Macke: Food For Thought 
by Ken Koenig 

This week's "Most Fortunate Politician 
Award" goes to New York Mayor John V. 
Lindsay, who withdrew from the Presidential 
Sweepstakes last week. It seems that Joe 
("Big") George was to have joined Lindsay's 
staff as national youth coordinator shortly 
after the Wisconsin Primary. 

The Learning Resources Center, which will 
be constructed on the site of the late annex, 
was originally slated to cost about $ 7 million 
dollars to build. Since the original plans were 
made 500 square feet of additional space have 
been added to the plans and the building will 
now cost about $12.6 million. One adminis
trator was heard to say that this rise in cost 
has been the subject of "much interesting 
correspondence." 

among them is a complete reorganization- of 
Marty's (Play it again, Sam). To quote from 
the food committee minutes, "it is envisioned 
that there will be live music in Marty's on 
Friday nights." John Bengiovi is reported to 
have said "Let them eat cake" at the last food 
committee meeting, although no one will 
confirm that report. 

And while I'm on the subject, this week's 
"Howard Hughes Most Photogenic Personality 
Award" goes to none other than that 
purveyor of culinary delights, John Bengiovi, 
who refused to allow The HOY A to 
photograph him for this week's issue. Earlier 
this year Bengiovi reportedly threatened to 
destroy the camera of a HOY A photographer 
if he took his picture. At this rate he may also 
qualify for the "Leo Durocher Nice Guy 
Award." 

The University food committee recently The Student government budget was 

symbolizes the entire Jesuitical bureaucracies was the emergence of 
approach to University governance- the specialist or professional, the 
one which dates back almost to the man who was highly familiar with a 
middle ages. ,particular field and no other. This 

new breed of bureaucrats has had 
The "Jesuit" Administration one thing going going for it which 

. in time has overwhelmed any form 
S~ch an approa~h, w~l<:h has of competition: cost efficiency and 

survIved for centUrIes wlthm c~l- dynamic progress. The specialist 
tures that have un~ergone dramatic can not only learn to do things the 
and often revolutlOna!y changes, most economical way, but he can 
can best be ch~rac~erIzed ?y t~e ,also learn how to improve his own 
Bur~~ucr~t who IS ~Ighly skilled In field as time goes on. In the end, 
th~ Art of manag~~g o~- ,~ Mark this is almost beyond the human 
Wmston w~ul~ say- t?ohng other ability of any central bureaucrat in 
people. ThiS. smgle skIll transcends the Jesuitic mold. The professional 
any profeSSIOnal competence and knows his/her field well and resents 
yet frequ~ntly c~n~icts wit~ it. The interference from the manager/ 
true Jesuit admmlstrator IS not a manipulator. 
professional in anyone field or in 
any respect a specialist. He inevit
ably deals with a broad spectrum of 

G.U. Professional Bureaucracy 

issues and people, using them in a With the evolution of a profes
kind of chess game with "the sional bureaucracy here at George
world." town over the past decade, the 

Such was, of course, the case conflict between the professionals 
with our academic vice-president, on the one side and the "people 
who on various occasions was managers" on the other has arisen. 
simultaneously responsible for not The growth and development of 
only the entire academic operations our professional Student Develop
of the Main Campus, but also the ment Department, our professional 
entire Student Life division as well Business and Accounting Depart
as athletics, as well as, consortium ments, our professional Public Rela
affairs, as well as providing direc- tions Department and our profes· 
tion for the planning and building sional Planning and Design Depart
of the campus. Only an extra- ment have been a testimony to this. 
ordinary man could take direct These professionals know their 
responsibility for so many diverse fields well-some of them are among 
operations and personnel and only the best in the nation-and they 
one who had mastered the art of almost naturally undennine the old 
management to the highest degree. JesuiticiaJ governance approach. 

With the dawn of the nineteenth Fr. Fitzgerald is not leaving 
century, though, Western Bureau- Georgetown. With little doubt he 
crades underwent drastic changes will be back. But Collegium Georgi
to keep up with the developments opolitanum, after being governed 
in science and technology. The for almost two centuries in the 
effect of these changes in most Jesuitical fashion, will never be the 

same. 
voted to renew the Macke Food Service frozen Wednesday by Student Activities 
Contract for 1972-73. The original vote was Comptroller Neil Shankman. It seems that 
nine to five, but in the interest of fairness, Student Government doesn't have enough ,..------------------------------... 
Administrative Vice President James Kelly money to pay its secretaries, to buy paper or 
and his assistant, Eldon Hale, decided to to make long distance phone calls. S.G. also 
disallow the votes of the three Macke ran into trouble when John Kennedy agreed 
representatives and the final vote stood at six to back the, 19an of George Houston to 
to five. This means that the tie-breaking vote Symphony director Lou Fantasia for a series 
was cast by Eldon Hale, since the students on of concerts which are not well publicized and 
the committee split, five to five, on the which apparently are not going to be 
question of renewing the contract. financially successful. 

Speaking of the food service, the results of The last me'eting of the student senate 
their poll are now available. Some results are cannot pass without some comment. Vnfor
most interesting. For all the questions asked, tunately, the most applicable comment can't 
the most frequently-used response was "fair," be used. 
while the "poor" or "very poor" categories, In recognition, however, of the overwhelm
when combined, often outweighed the num- ing achievements of the senate this year, the 
ber of "good" responses. For example, 123 "Walter Mitty Effectiveness Award" is hereby 
rated the variety "good," 265 "fair," and 126 bestowed upon them -John B. Kennedy and 
"poor" or "very poor." Flavor of food: 34 Pat Grant included-collectively. The award 
"good," 232 "fair" and 234 "poor" or "very entitles the recipients to spend one day in the 
poor." Quality of food: 44 said "good," 229 Canadian Embassy where they will solve the 
said "fair" and 220 said "poor" or "very problems of Northern Ireland, South and 
poor." It seems to me that if the bulk of the North Vietnam, Bangladesk, India and Rising 
ratings were in the "fair" or "poor" or "very Sun, Indiana, since they spend most of their 
poor" category, a general dissatisfaction with time dealing with those kinds of problems: 
the present service is indicated. And yet five anyway. 
student members of the University food Rumor has it that the Canadian Parliament 
committee voted to retain Macke. will declare John B. Kennedy and his 

But cheer up. Macke has recognized the designated representatives persona non grata 
prop,l~~~.:, ~'!'.h.~~y.):.~Y~ .p'I.~~J~~. ~_~~2.-,Z 2~ _ fiX:~,t ,~_~<2m~.tiI!!<:, tl}!~ ,~£~k in a retalitaory move. 
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On 'Ulster & Air Letters 

, . 

• • 

hardware. - (funny if it were not the abilities of Georgetown month is part of a scholastic-based 
tragic) - so we, with about 2,000 students in music and the achiev- scholarship given. by the Army 
others, were cut off from the main ements of various clubs have been without which some· students 
group. Our only solution was to thanks more than any amount of wouldn't be able to attend G.U. or 

Ed. note. The fol/owing letter hold our own "mini-march" - money could equal. for that matter any college of this 
was written by Gerald Fay, an Irish successful in that it was "buzzed" Should it work out that the Glee quality. For the rest, it is supple
citizen, to his relatives in America. by two helicopters which inform- Club can give a concert with mentary income during the last two 

Air letters always confuse me in ed us by loudspeaker that we were orchestra next year, it would be years of college when most students 
that I am never quite sure where to liable to prosecution for illegal one of a number of important have to devote more time to 
begin but have. the distinct assembly. But it was not quite the projects now being planned by the scholastic hassles, plans for grad 
d th same as "bel'ng there.") CI b I th t rt h 1ft . b d d ' a vantage at they leave one in no u. n any case, a conce sc 00, or u ure JO s an on t 

doubt as to where to end. For your part - get you - and would not be my last with the need the added hassle of a part-time 
We all thank God are well - get over this message-a united Club. job. Isn't the Army scholarship as 

but all, as'you are awar~ is far from Ireland will come in time - but In passing, I should say that I valid as any given for other reasons, 
well. It must be difficu'lt I know now we want a just administration have a watch. some of which don't even purport 
for you to grasp what is happening free from. p~ejudiced Unionists or· Paul Hume to be given on the basis of academic 
here and harder still to understand ?th:r polItICIans and free from an Director merit? Lastly, you showed the 
it. Simply being Irish does not mdlfferent Lo?don, administration. G.U. Glee Club courtesy to put "bribes" in quota-
throw any real light on your More later - all letter ends. tion marks; for that I thank you. 
understanding of events - it Gerald Fay ROTC-'One More Time' You should also have put "tainted" 

It seems to me that Fr. Quain, 
who· haS been devoted to: the 
improvement of Georgetown Uni-· 
versity for so many years as an 
educator, president and now chair
man of the Board of Directors, 
would give.a truly personal and far 
more worthwhile speech than some 
headline-seeking c·ongressman . 
spouting his sensational political 
rhetoric. .Stephen Janson 
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Wait Till Next Week! 

To the Editor: 
Excellent, superbly outrageous 

issue. 
Congratulations! 

Sharon Pietrafesa 
SFS '75 provides one with an emotional Co. Down in quotes, however, to add consist-

springboard which is likely to Northern Ireland ency to your brew! . 
throw one heavily in one direction Open Letter to Mr. Doug Kellner: I can't take issue with the rest of AmerIcan Apology 
or the opposite. Now as I write, the Obviously having an axe to your letter; your point is To The Editor: 
fire siren wails out in the night as it grind, let me sharpen it and be on well-made, but in my case I can't The Ambassador of Canada had 

I_s It Engraved? my a I h tak A does day and night with such w y. ave en rmy call it well-received. been invited last Monday to speak 
frequency that it fades into the "bribes" for three years now, Greg Belli, MS III at G.U.'s School of Foreign Service 
background of familiar daily To the Editor: although the Army prefers the term SLL'73 on the role of the Foreign Service. 
sounds. Another fire, bomb, explo- At no point in any proceedings, "subsist~nce allowance." First, it Because of an incident at the 
sion, another life or two or three budgetary, musical or otherwise, has only been $100 a month since Off the Politicos Canadian Embassy in Havana, the 
snuffed out - no longer jolts. It is has it been suggested officially or the latter part of November. Sec- Ambassador was "persona non 
part of the familiar. This is the unofficially, that any sum of ondly, it is actually intended for To the Editor: grata" at Georgetosn by the student 
heart of the matter. The normal money be spent as a farewell or our subsistence and fails to do even. I am surprised and dismayed at senate and his appearance was 
see-saw of healthy politics is not going-away gift for me after my that for most of us who must the critical attitude expressed by postponed or cancelled. The senate 
here in question. What is at stake years as director of the Glee Club. supplement it by getting part-time the editor in the March 17 issue may wish to weigh very closely the 
are the basic values of justice, truth In preparing the Glee Club jobs. Thirdly, no ROTC students· go concerning the selection of the Rev. implications of its action. 
and integrity. When these are budget for the year 1972-73, the to only four classes a month. They Edwin A. Quain as this year's The incident in Havana occured 
devalued by those who claim to officers of the Club felt that it all go to at least 8 a month and half commencement speaker. I would when two armed Cubans forced 
govern, it sets up a cancer in society would be prudent to include the the cadets go to 12 a month, which think that there are plenty of things their way into the Canadian Embas
which withers, by reaction, all nor- cost of an orchestral ensemble is as often as you attend class for that ,the editor could constructively sy and holding two embassy em
mally held values which are the necessary for a projected perform- 3-credit courses (and we don't get criticize instead of wasting space ployees as hostage demanded 
fabric of society. ance of Stravinsky's Oedipus Rex, credit). Fifthly (sic), that $100 a with such an insane disparagement. (Continued on Page 10) 

When force is used to impose a in case the many necessary arrange
will, when might is right, the choice ments for an adequate performance 
of clear - croppie lie down or stand of that work may be feasible. , 
up and be counted. The latter was There is no ·need whatever for 
Newry's choice and we were any gift to be made to me for my 
counted - 50,000 strong. It was a years directing that Club. The men 
,soul-cleansing experience to be who have sung in it have, each year, 
faced with a decision which given me great personal and musical 
demanded more than a token pleasure. I have always been happy 
"yes-man" Gesture- to be aware that the Glee Club's accomplish
that one's life was possibly (and ments could stand as a measure of 
probably) at risk - to be confront
ed with the question of what 
manner of man one is - is 
frightening! When decisions are 
made, the soul is calm - and 
nothing now can touch it. 

(For -the record: After the 

THESES 
PROFESSIONALLY TYPED 

Knowledgeable - Experienced 
18 Years at this Location 

trauma .of decision-making, we We will assist you in meeting GU's 
arrived in Newry one hour before 
the march was due to start, having proper format requirements. 
negotiated military road blocks on 
the way, only to find Newry -
every street blockaded with barbed 
wire entanglements and military 
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~day, Apri114~ 1972. 

Sylvan Meyer, editor of The Miami News, visited the campus earlier 
this week as Georgetown's first Editor-in-Residence. Co-sponsored 
by the Student Development and Public Relations Departments of 
the University, Meyer paid visits to both The Voice and The HOYA, 
working with the editors and staffs on production, news-writing and 
editing. Meyer also spoke before Dr. Robert A. Hitlin's Public 
Opinion class on Tuesday. (Photo by Pat Early) 
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CONTAC Looking to Expand, 
Sends Overture to Red China 

by Daniel Hogan the delegates reside. "add a new perspective" to the 
In a continuing effort to organ· All were clothed in garb now conference. 

ize and enhance CONTACT '73, known as typical post·Revolution· Furthennore, it has been evident 
Co·Chairmen Michael Mazzocco ary attire. The chairmen com- from rumors in the diplomatic 
and Bill Potvin (both SFS'73) mented that the delegates seemed branches of several governments 
journeyed to New York and New not yet completely at ease in their that student exchanges will very 
Haven rece.ntly. Highlighting the New York setting. . likely take place before any sort of 
trip was a meeting with the United The delegates referred the CON. official recognition is realized. 
Nation~ delega~ion of the People's TACT chairmen to the cultural CO.N~ AC, h~ping to ?pen new 
Republic of China. attache at their embassy in Ottawa areas 10 internatIOnal affairs, would 

~is~~ssing with .the del~gates the Canada. The United States does not like very much to be in the 
pOSSIbilIty of havmg Chinese stu- maintain diplomatic relations with forefront of these unprecedented 
dents observe the .conference, Maz- the People's Republic. General exchanges. . .. 
~occo. and Potvm ,!ound them exchange. policies can only be made No less slgmflcant, the ~onfer-
cor~lal and hel~f1;l1. after over- at the governmental level, according en~e would be an opportumty for 

commg some ImtIal hestancy to the delegates and no definite Chinese students to meet students 
caused by the Chinese delegates not commitment to 'CONTACT could leaders from the 27 member coun· 
really knowing what the conference be made for that reason. tries, most of the developed powers 
was about. . of the world. 

The co-chairmen agreed that Chairmen Mazzocco and Potvin The remainder of the trip 
their emphasis on CO NT AC as a are ea~er to have. students from the focused on extending invitations to 
student run organization at a major People s. RepublIc at C~NTA.C. notables in the fields of economics, 
institution like Georgetown was They SaId. that t~e underlymg aim the human environment and inter· 
received favorably. of the mne semlna~s WhICh com- national relations. 

Mazzocco and Potvin had little p.ose the conferen~e IS th~ .reforma- The most positive result of the 
difficulty in contacting the People's tIo~ of economiC, polItICal and trip was the securing of Robert 
Republic delegation, but were reo SOCIal blocs. Triffin as keynote speaker. Prof. 
fused a personal appointment by The Chinese students, according Triffen is head of the Economics 
telephone. Personal contact had to to Potvin, represent a suddenly Department at Yale and is one of 
be arranged in New York and was tremendously important, western- the foremost international mone· 
permitted only in the hotel where looking power bloc which can only tary theorists in the United States. 
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THEN COME AND EXTEND THE FRONTIER OF· 

YOUR OWN SOUL. 

WEEKEND OF APRIL 21- 23 PHONE 829 - 0059 

1611 UPSHUR ST. N.W. 

AND SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS 

1747 . PENNSYLVANIA AVE .. , NW 
(Convenient to GU) 

DAILV ~; SAT. 9-3 466-2050 

TO BEER DR 
NOT TO BEER 

That is never the question at Emersons, Ltd. 
The pitchers of beer·keep flowing as fast as you 
put it away. And, there's unlimited salad that 
you can make with every imaginable ingredient 
topped with four subtly delicious dressings. 
These two unlimited delights accompany every 
12 oz. boneless N. Y. sirloin cut of the best 
steak or roast beef in town for only $4.95. And 
you'll love the decor; rich, warm colors and 
cozy booths. Dress is .casual when you come 
... to beer! 

EMERSONS, Ltd. 
unlimited steak dinners 

• GREENBELT, MD.-Beltway Plaza .. " .......... " ....... " ............ 474-5800 
(Opening in May) 

• WASHINGTON, D. C.-1511 K Street, N.W ........................... 6S9-8110 
(next to Statler·Hilton) 

• BETHESDA, MD.-Wildwood Shopping Center ...... " .. " ...... 53B-5300 
(Old Georgetown Road and Democracy Boulevard) 

• SILVER SPRI NG, MD.-7820 Eastern Avenue ..............•... 726-7300 
(where Georgia and Eastern Avenues meet) 

• FAIRFAX, VA."-10900 lee Highway (Route 50) .................. 591.7710 
(near Kamp Washington) 

• Al~NDRIA, VA."-4349 Duke Street (Route 236) ......... 370-5500 
(1'1. miles East of Route 95) 

• MT. VERNON, VA."-8626 Richmond Highway (Rte. 1) .... 780-1111 
(Engleside Shopping Center-l mile North of Fort Belvoir) 

• ROSSLYN, VA.-ISI5 Wilson Boulevard ....... _ .................•.. 524-7010 
(just across Key Bridge) 

- COMING SOON-
WASHINGTON, D.C.---401 M Street, s.w.~ 

PRIVATE PARTIES ACCOMMODATED 

® Emersons, Ltd., 
J. P. Radnay. President 
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This is John McLaughlin. He is very, very good.·Even Miles Davis thinks so. Buy his record with his M!!havishnu Q, chestra. It is called The Inner Mounting Flame. It is-you guessed it-
very, very good. . 

There and Back With a Cast of One, I Guess 
Here are some brief opinions on 1 plus 1 -Grin: Nils Lofgren is a 

some recent records that would be local 20-year old who made 
worth buying: splashes with Neil Y ot.mg and Crazy 

times and newcomer Bob Welch's Teenage Head - the Flamin 

Electric Warrior - T. Rex: Marc Horse and is every bit as good, 
Bolan wants to put magic on Top when his idiosyncracies don't upset 
40, to engender confrontations the boat. Feels like a cross between 
with Other Planes. Four mill- Hendrix and Van Morrison doing 
ion-sellers in a row (in Europe) '65 Motown Arrangements, 
must prove something. Find out for Intricate rhythmic play, all-out 
yourself, though his five previous singing and some of the best 
albums are, if possible, somewhat electric guitar playing you've ever 
less pretentious and more enchant- 'heard. Mostly love songs in the vein 
ing. of Derek ana the Dominoes. 

Naturally - J.J. Cale: Another 
singer-writer-guitarist, but one 
evoking evenings of calm rather 
than nights of passion. The title is 
trite but accurate (for a change), as 
Cale's taste, imagination and sure 
rhythmic pulse carry the record 
along with an unhurried assurance 
that permeates and dissipates what 
ever anxiety and chaos is about_ A 
good investment for your sanity. 

Blue Oyster Cult - on the other 
hand are strictly out to wreck your 
head and enslave your body. Sort 
of a psychedelic science-fiction 
movie with a beat'that never falters 

Bolan: "On a mountain range/I'm from beginning to end. The instru
Doctor Strange for you. " mental work is tight and imaginati-

************************ 
NOTICES 

Focus on Bureaucracy, a performance and audience-panel 
discussion, will be presented at the Back Alley Theatre. 
Wed_ thru Sun. at 8: 30 p.m. this weekend and next. Call 
723-2040_ 

* * * * * 
G.W_ U. presents A Midsummer Night's Dream at Lisner 

Auditorium (21st and H)_ Tonight and tomorrow at 8, Sat. 
matinee at 2. 676-6178. 

* * * * * 
Traditional English folk singers and instrumentalists 

Dave and Toni Arthur will play tonight at 8:30. Museum 
of Natural History Auditorium, Const. Ave_ and 10th St. 
283-2735. 

* * * * * 
Trinity College is holding an Arts and Music Fair 

tonight and during tomorrow, with art displays, white 
elephant sale and musical groups. 269-2342. 

* * * * * 
The A_C.E.I. is presenting a demonstration in creative 

songs bother me, but there are Groovies: 
some gems. This record may be a bit hard to 

-1IrP""..JiIP.!!!' ~ ~ ......, .. 
find, but try. So much supposedly 

Greenhouse - You may not care. "popular" music is marred by an 
for acoustic guitar instrumentals, anxiety to please and achieve which 
but Leo Kottke may change that, at is just not part of this band's ethos. 
least in his own case. Any display Which doesn't mean that they 
of masterful technique is a joy to aren't good musicians. 
observe for its own sake, but Rock'n roll is supposed 
Kottke also has ~ brain and heart to to be everyone's excuse for 
~atch. He. also slDg~ pl?asantlyand generally falling down drunk and 
~IS ta~te m materl~ IS exc~ll?nt, laughing, but only the Groovies 
IDcludll~g. some of hiS 0:vn brllbant seem to remember. Smile Away 

Oyster: "Stairway to the 
stars/think I'll sign 'Good Health to 
You. " composlt~ons. .t;\ sobd, honest Horribly Now, Groovies. 

record WIth no Junk at all. Good 
ve, the singing is suitably possessed cover too. -M.S. 

and the lyrics are some of the 
authentically strangest. Be fore- The Spotlight Kid - Captain 
warned: this record seems to be the Beefheart & The Magic Band: 
brainchild of bizarro critics Sandy People like to say they're 
Pearlman and Richard "Unknown broad-minded. Then they come in 
Tongues" Meltzer, carefully calibra- contact with something that really 
ted to suck in the wary and unwary does demand a broad mind and 
alike. You may not like it, but it's they jump back and call it names. 
hard to take it off once it starts We call these folks liberals, ha, ha. 
playing. Beefheart is tired, it seems, of 

Future Games - Fleetwood Mac starving because of this and has 
has always shown a delightful tidied things up a bit for the charts. 
knack for imbuing otherwise clich- Though this album doesn't present 
ed or grating styles with a vaguely him at his unbelievable peak form, 
magical subtlety and wit, all played it gets the _ idea across without 
with real skill and feeling. This one betraying anyone. Get Trout Mask 
might sound a bit too pretty at Replica instead. 

Books' 

I i 
t. , 

• 

Beef: "I'm gonna grow finsitake 
up with a mermaid . ., -

Catholicism versus Portnoy? 
Memories of a Non-Jewish Child
hood, a Signet Novel by Robert 
Byrne. Available in paperback. 

Those of you who are Jewish, 
Protestant, etc., can stop reading 
right now. Memories of a Non
Jewish Childhood will amuse you 
(to put it mildly), but you'll be 
missing the main point of the book_ 
It won't serve to return YQu to your 
days with that "goddam nun in 
Eighth Grade." 

can think of little else but "it." 
Tommy's life isn't totally sex

oriented, however. There is a war 
on (World War II-remember that 
one?) and Tommy is undergoing 
training. Not any of this simple, 
official trash; but real commando 
raids under the. leadership of 
"General Porky Schornhorst, 
world's greatest military authority 
and juvenile delinquent." 

sometimes happened to soldiers in 
combat, but I never thought it 
would happen to me." _ 

The book has two serious draw
backs, however: 

1. It tends to interrupt study. 
(That's a drawback?)_ 

dramatics with local fourth-graders. Thursday the 20th. 4 
p.m. 3615 Wise. Ave_ Reservations only. Call 363-6963, by 
the 18th. 

* * * * * 
Rep_ Walter Fauntroy of D_C. will speak at ISH Sunday, 

following a tea at 4 p_m. 

* * * * * 
Bo (500 percent More Man) Diddley, Chuck Berry and 

of course Murray the K, on one stage. Kennedy Center at 8 
p_m. and midnight. 

For the rest of us, those who 
realize that your life is unfulfilled 
until you've been "decked" by a 
ruler-wielding "penguin," this mas
terpiece will put you straight back 
in grade school. Only this time, 
you'll have put a useful guerilla 
guide to the parochial school 
system. 

Missions were frequent and 
sometimes they tested the partici
pants in ways they didn't really 
anticipate. 

My copy thus far been read by 
three friends (for obvious reasons, 
however, the company encourages 
everyone to purchase their own 
copy), each of whom read it in a 
single night. This isn't all that bad if 
you don't mind bleary-eyed morons 
giggling in the hall at 3 a.m. 

2. It brings back memories. 
"I glanced over my shoulder and One night, I listened to 47 Altar 

what I saw almost made me die of Boy stories, 23 breaking windows 
heart failure-the guy still had his .stories and innumerable unclassifi
hammer, and he had it raised! His able/unrepeatable anecdotes. Dur
face was a cloud of anger. He was ing this tirade (what can you do-it 
coing so fast that he would be on was my roommate), 1 lost four 
me in a matter of seconds. hours of sleep. 

* * * * * 
There's cops outside and cops inside_ -Ken Kesey 

************************ 

The novel, billed as a Catholic 
P.ortnoy's Complaint, takes Tommy 
Shannon, who just happens to be a 
typical Irish-Catholic kid from 
Iowa, through the rigors of elemen
tary school life. Confronted by the 
devestating discovery of girls; he 

"Fear engulfed me then, fear The problems are more than 
that started on the back of my neck, offset by the wit and wisdom of 
and gn>w over my body like a wave Byrne, however, and I think you'll' 
of cold water. At that moment, find the novel well worth the 95~ 
without warning, I committed an investment. 
indiscretion in my pants. I .knew it ~Patrick Early 
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Thealer 

A Poor Excuse 
WASHINGTON-SQUARE, At Wash- A few of the songs are lively; 
ington Theater Club. Now througb most are displeasing for their banal 
April 16. concerns and unvaried melodies and 

Washington Square attains noth- -though they all strive after wit, 
ing beyond a sensation and it does- none attain it. 

o this wit~out e:xpe~ding much ~n- The meanness and boredom of 
ergy while on Its silly way. HaVIng father Sloper's character is only 
prese~~ orIly the most b~nally surpassed by Hurd Hatfield's treat
superfICIal from .~enry ~ames nov- ment of the part. Similarly Lois 
~l, one g~ts the Impres:SlOn t?at. he Holmes as the aunt is frigid. Jeannie 
~s watCIimg a.clo~kwork WI?dIn~ Carson as Catherine reaches several 
~tself up and grmdmg down, .dron- moments of real expressiveness (one 
mg on, around and around. And is attracted to her as to a' small' 
around.- duck cut down at a carnival 

. Why? Can this be the appraisal shooting pond) but her passions 
authors Kenneth Jerome and only seem ludicrous in the crush of 
~ero~e Walma!l make of JlilD:es: Or inhumanity which surrounds her. 
IS thI~ a s?lall Joke? Perh.aps It IS an Biff McGuire in the part of Morris 
e~erclse In st~ge techmque? Cer- Townsend is lively and interesting 
taIn~y the set, hk~ .some overgr?wn and his performance is enjoyable in 
musIc ~o:c, ?~lClpates well In a large part because he smirked 
mechamstIC vIsI~n of the world, but through the entire evening, realizing 
suc~. a . ~nsatlOn onl¥ bores an along with the audience that the 
audIence,. It does not edIfy: . whole affair was ridiculous. The 

In . thiS sha~ow bOXIng ht~le actors, after all, had to fight against 
scenarIO, CatherIne Sloper, a plain, their parts somehow. 
over--erotected and wealthy young 
lady, falls most improprioutously in Assuming that director Davey 
love with the profit-seeking, Marlin-Jones took the script only as 
fun-loving rake, Morris Townsend. a bit of good clean fun, or rather, 
Catherine's father disapproves high- an exercise in rotary mechanics, 
ly of the match while the live-in then the show supplies that whole
auntie is at least grateful for some somely -helpless ding-bat sort of 
excitement. Eighteen short songs sense you might expect.' However, 
riddle the plot, performed with if you expect that some foundation 
staid and stylish gestures signifying, might ... 
if anything, very little. Paul Berna6eo 

Renaissance 

American Premiere 
This Sunday in Dahlgren Chapel great English tenor Peter Pears 

at 8: 30 p.m., the peorgetown devised this concert version which 
Symphony Orchestra under the will be performed this coming 
direction of Maestro Louis Fantasia Sunday. 
will close the highly successful The Georgetown Symphony has 
Renaissance week at Georgetown Sopranos Loretta Young and 
with the American premiere of the Mi-Hae Chang, Mezzo·Soprano 
shortened concert version of Henry Grace Brame, Countertenor John 
Purcell's The Fairie Queen, as Uhrig, Tenors Brown Bradley and 
devised by Peter Pears, edited and Robert JohnsoJl and Bass Sam 
realized by Benjamin Britten and Ramey as its guest soloists. The 
Imogen Holst, with the harpsichord chorus is made up of members of 
part realized by Philip Ledger in the University, Howard University 
1969. and the community in general. As a 

, 
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"Don't be a cube, Daddy-o!" Brian McGuire and Maryanne Albini, in Calliope XIII's Senior .Prom, opening 
tonight in the Hall of Nations. 

W opbopaloobopalopbamboom! 
A Lavish Masque 

side note it is sad and most by Paul Bernabeo Stage and Folger Theater Group in cal space in the Hall of Nations and 
regrettable that the already Contributing Editor Washington, D. C. and the New prefers working as he says at the 
established ch?ral org~nizations .0!l Hairshorn or The Return of the York City Public Theater and heart of the campus (no more than 

The Fairie Queen has a very camp~s haven t se~n fit to ?artlcl- Ear might be subtitles for Mask and Metropolitan Opera. Confiding that a minute from Wisemiller's). Hofsiss 
interesting history. Based on an pate In .th.e A~encan premiere of' Bauble's Calliope XIII, Senior Prom, the book is semi-autobiographical, concurs on the advisability of the 
anonymous version of A Midsum- such a dlstmgUlshed work. . which opens tonight in the Hall of he supports the appraisal of Mask hall, stating that the audience will 
mer Night's dream, it was compos- The concert nevertheless wIll Nations. One of the archenemies of and Bauble moderator Donn B. immediately recognize the room as 
ed by Purcell as a "spoken play t~rn. out to be, perhaps, the the Now Generation sneaked onto Murphy that a nostalgic subject an accurate imitation of a high 
with singing, dancing and Machines highlIght of the m~slCal .season at campus last Sunday and performed such as a senior prom need not be a school gymnasium fit out for prom 
interwoven with 'em, after the Georgetown and. It W:Ill be a every mother's wish on the cast self-indulgent glorification of the night. 
manner of an opera." It was pleasure to hear thiS versIOn .of the members of tonight's show_ A past. Quite to the contrary, Senior Bremer, a drama student at 
conceived as a masque, a ceremoni- wo~k never before heard III the barber. Well almost, in this case a Prom focuses on some prickly American University, composed 
al social entertainment of the Umted States. hair stylist from the House of difficulties with one young girl most of the score. Reminiscent of 
aristocracy generally depicting Ale~is ,turned th~ ~tu?ents of flapping her wings blindl~ toward the '50's, the music covers a wide 
mythological or allegorical themes A Fitting Adaption CallIope sSt. Pulaski High s Class of the convent and other chIldren of range of teenage concerns from 
in lavish productions. 1957 back into the crewed and St. Pulaski floundering in the mammary enhancement to life in 

An Elusive Score 

The score was lost soon after 
Purcell's death and it wasn't till the 
turn of this century that it was 
discovered in the library of the 
Royal Academy of Music in 
London. Nearly 70 years later, the 

LOU FANTASIA 

Benjamin Britten and Imogen curled gum chompers of the bobby- confusion of their erupting sexual- the convent and back again to the 
Holst have done a magnificent socks days. ity, plaguing jealousies and remorse- tragicomic history of the class 
editing job and have brilliantly Co-authors Jack Hofsiss and Bi fuI fears. president, his best girl and a 
adapted the original score, at first Bremer thought of writing a shm An' Pree-sentin'... "greaser" named Sal and the 
intended for the theater, into a together several months ago .an, . . . , reputed expertise with which he 
delightful concert version. The after an initial plan to turn ditch€:. ~ spe~lal attractIOn of thiS year s uses his equipment(!) (he's the 
utmost in elasticity has been left to in the Rye into a rock musical was CallIope .IS the Rev. John ~ennett, best! student! in shop! class). 
the conductor, yet Pears, Britten rejected by Salinger's agents in New S.J., Mam Campus. chaplam, who The familiar back of Lou Fantas
and Holst have maintained the York, the two looked to -the high portrays th~, mo~slgnor-chaperone ia's head will be bobbling before a 
highest of respects for the score, school senior prom as an alluring of St. Pulaski s se~llor prom. Fr. Be!l- -several piece orchestra to include 
allowing for an overall performance theatrical situation. What comes of bett who ~oth sl.ngs a~d. ~ces ~n saxaphone, trumpet, drum, electric 
with all of the richness of Purcell's it promises to be more than just the .show fmds. hiS partICIpation In organ, two guitars, various extra 
17th century music. another jump onto the nostalgia Cal~lOpe a p~rtlcularly ~ood oPP?r- percussion and piano played by 

The Georgetown Symphony wagon. tumty to Involve himself. With Kerry Yaksich, a high school 
promises to provide a most worth- Hofsiss, a 1971 graduate of Georgetown st~dents. Hofs~~s re- student from Maryland who first 
while and enjoyable version of the Georgetown, has acquired a wide ~ark~, that asIde f~om any camp teamed up with Fantasia at the 
work this Sunday. range of theatrical experience thro- value Fr: Bennett s .presence may Folger Theater. 

Hector E. Luisi ugh association with the Arena have, he IS a good performer and a Wh ? 

WCTB 90.1 FM-PRESENTS: 
• hours of rock music 
• nightly news at 6 p.m. 
•. WGTB news specials to be aired: 

-rebroadcast of Mailer debate 
-Georgetown workers drive for a union 

WGTB News is an alternative to the established media 
and uses Earth News Service and Unicorn News. 

great asset to the show in a number en. 

of ways. . Senior Prom has performances 
The cast is diverse, including tonight, Saturday, Sunday and next 

several underclassmen, a former week, Thursday through Saturday 
member of the Chimes, his wife and at 8 p.m. in the Hall of Nations. 
some University personnel. Director Tonight's and tomorrow's perform
Murphy finds that each performer ances are sold out, but reservations 
brings a great deal from his own are available for other performances 
experience to the characterization by calling 333-1789 or 625-4960. 
of his part. SO-if you see a Hoya with a crew 

In moving from Trinity Theater, cut, white bucks and cuffs on his 
Murphy believes that the show has trousers, muttering sha na na, you'D 

L-___________________________ --' discovered a very fortunate theatri- understand. 
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(Continued from Page 6) might be worth noting that· the reconsider the declaration? But if questions of the Cuban StUdent 

Canadian Embassy in Havanna has on reconsideration ,the declaration Association." 
asylum in Canada as "political been of enormous help in doing ing. that country's Ambassador is allowed to stand, would not Oliver Wendell Holmes, a former 
refugees!' Canadian Embassy em- what it can to facilitate the "persona non grata" they would honesty require that the implicat· . Supreme Court Justice whom many 
ployees nowhere in the world ~ movement of Cuban emigrants to issue a special invitation to him to ions of such a move be stat'ed student senators have undoubtedly 
arms and the Ambassador . m Canada.) visit the campus to discuss the clearly and frank~y for the benefit never heard of, once said, "the best 
Havana felt he had no alternative . policy concerned. Who knows -'of any in the future'who contem. test of truth is the power of the 
but to call the Cuban police, to But Canada has consIdered they might even learn something plate enrolling in this University? thought to get itself accepted in the. 
whom the two Cubans were eventu- !tself obligc;c:I not to grant asylum in they hadn't known before; at the Richard Fomuff competition of the market." 
ally per suaded to surrender. It Its embassies ab~oad. The reru::ons very least they could discuss the . The action taken by the student . 
transpired that the "pistol" that are !D0stly phySIcal: Canada IS a question as mature and educated senate of declaring the.Ambassador 
one of the Cubans brandished.was a relatively small.power, .one.tenth human beings. A Slap on' the Hand persona non grata haS precluded 
dummy made of w:ood, but It had t~e U.S. population, ~d Its embas- Georgetown has another "first." any competition between ideas and 
been apparently realistic enough to Sles . are conespondll~gly smaller It is the fIrst time in the history of To the Editor: has instead guaranteed the predomi-
fool the embassy employees, especi- physically. The Canadian Embe~ Canadian diplomatic relations with The actions taken by the student nance of the views of the Cuban 
ally since the other Cuban held a I~ Havana, for example, consists this country that the Canadian senate last Sunday concerning Ca- students without a hearing from the 
knife. It has been suggested that the SImply of what was once a small Ambassador has been declared. nadian Ambassador Marcel Cadieux AmbasSador. This is indeed a 
Canadians should have recognized Cuban. home. All rooms ~re fully persona non grata by any group, were at least childish and immature, dangerous precedent. Grave conse
that the pistol was a dummy, but occupied for office. u~, as IS one of let alone by a university. Is this the if not in fact dangerous. "The quences are too often incurred by 
the question remains if it was not the halls. ~~ ·sleep"l!-~ or ot~er reputation the student senate wish- purpose of the ambassadors visit the little minds present in the 
sufficiently realistic to fool his permal!-ent h~mg facilities remaIn. es to establish for Georgetown? was to give the students ideas, Georgetown Student Senate. 
victims why would the Cuban have There ll! certamly no room to spare. If not, would it not be a mark of concepts and knowledge of Canadic John Halebian 
used it. Supposmg, then, that the embassy maturity and objectivity to an foreign policy ~d answer the CoIL '74 

agreed to accept "refugees," genu-
Asylum Question ine or otherwise? How many would 

But the question is not really wish to seek refuge? Cuban exiles 
whether the Canadians should have say that many tens of thousands of 
agreed to grant political asylum Cubans would leave their country if 
under threat, but whether they they C~)Uld. How many sho~ld the 
should be obliged to grant asylum Canadi~ Embassy a~cept. How 
under any circumstances. It is would It. choose wh~h ones to 
important to note that probably no accept, WhICh to refuse. 

Organizer Urges Unification 
Of Non-Academic Personnel 

nation is more willing to grant 
asylum within its borders than is 
Canada: The country has already 
welcomed thousands of Cubans, 
not to mention more Hungarians 
(after the Russian invasion in 1956) 
than any other country and, at the 
other end of the scale, more 
American military resisters. (It 

Robberies 

"Persona Non Grata" (Continued from Page 1.) before the N.L.R.B. I would love to any effort to organize the work-
ployees, Quinn claims. He charges see them ch~rge me, .bec~u~ I ers," Bengiovi said. 

There is a perhaps naive assump· that Bengiovi plays upon their fear know they can t substantIate It. Quinn levelled sharp criticism at 
tion prevalent that granting a of being deported from the United "It doesl!-'t ~elp 1199 to go the Jesuit Community kitchen. 
refugee asylum in an embassy States to hinder efforts to unionize. around makmg mflamatory state· "Some workers have been working 
somehow assures him of safe Because of this fear and because ments," Bengiovi continued. "And there for 20 and 30 years and they 
passage out of the country. Nothing of cultural hindrances to unioniza. if they go around making any are still making $1.90 per hour. 
could be farther from the truth. If a tion of those workers, the union libelous statements about me, I'll And the Jesuit Community, not the 
major nation such as the U.S. could has imported a Spanish.speaking sue theI?'''. . University, directly pays them." 
not obtain passage for Cardinal agent from New York to aid the BengJOvl pomted out that under The Rev. Richard T. McSorley, 
Mindzenty for 15 years, what Macke workers. N.L.R.B. regulations, the workers S.J., activist theology professor, 
would persuade the Cuban govern· Bengiovi, however, denies mis- at .Macke canr:ot be u.ni<:mized until attended the meeting and agreed 
ment to allow "refugees" in the treating-his employees. "If 1199 thiS summer, smce a SimIlar attempt with Quinn's assessment of the 
Canadian Embassy to leave Cuba? has any complaint to lodge against last year failed. "Under those rules, situation. 

(Continued from Page 1) Yet this appears to be the me, it behooves them to make it we are exempt for one year from "That kitchen is disgraceful. The 
scrounge up som~, money and burden of the arguments that ;' .. __ . ",<.,,--' Jesuit Community should set an 
replace one of them. convinced the student senate that ,~. . example. Why should they have 

Capt. Fotta said he sees 'a it should declare the Canadian' ~ servants at all when they take a vow 
definite trend in the recent Univer· Ambassador here in Washington > of poverty?" Fr. McSorley asked. 
sity robberies. "Now that the "persona non grata" on the George- Union organizer Bob Muel· 
thieves can't get into the alarm town campus. henkamp indicated that the Union 
protected ,dormitories, they're expects to be fully organized by the 
starting on the institutional Mature Talks beginning of the next academic 
officies," he observed. year. 

Fotta noted, however, the ex· I had thought that a university Stall Tactics Forseen 
treme difficulty of effectively pat· with a foreign service school would Quinn warned, however, that the 
rolling the campus. "We can't put a be aware that Ambassadors are not University would implement 
guard in every building," he executives who make foreign polio stalling methods. 
explained. "Students must take cy, but representatives who are - "The, first thing they will do is 
more responsibility." made av,ailable to explain and to contest the jurisdiction of the 

Although alarm systems are discuss it - channels of negotiation N.L.R.B. in this matter. They can 
extensively used throughout the and exchange of views. If I had stall us for about a month on that 
campus, he feels that "patrolling is thought of it at all, I su~pose I. one," he added. 
the only real solution" to the would have assumed that If some When the date for the election is 
problem of safeguarding property students at a university disagreed """- • . ._;' set, 50. ~ercent will be required for 
in such public areas as the Universi- with a foreign country's policy on a John Bengiovi, food service manager, denies Union allegations that he re~O~I1ltlOn of 1199 as the bar-
ty Center. given subject, that far from dec1ar· . t t his employees. (Photo by Moses Albert) gaInmg agent for the Georgetown 

mIS rea S workers. 

------------------------------------------------------~ 
Rip Out-Tape or Staple-Drop 

In' Campus Mail 

CAMPUS 
MAIL 

ORIENTATION '76 
HOYA STATION 

Help A Freshman! 
Be A Big Brother or Sister 

We'll send you the name- all you do 'is 
WRITE, CALL OR VISIT 

Indicate Preference for 
Foreign, Transfer, Veteran, etc. 

NAME __________________________________________ _ 

SCHOOL ________________ CLASS __________________ __ 

CAMPUS ADDRESS 

E~PERT TYPING 
Theses 

Reports 
Manuscripts 
Technical 

Letters Addressing 
Statistical Legal etc. 

223-4722 (day) 
234-0738 (night) 

shirley shoe 
sez: 
~rben· 
~id' 

BOOTER 
1fJe stcft with --SoJe. 

SIJMMER ADDRESS ___________________ washington· maryland 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ •• "' •• < •••• ~i~.nia. 

The Kennedy Center's 
4th annual 

AMERI01N 
COLLEGE 

lHfATRE FESTIII4L 

featuring the 
Warsaw (Poland) 

Theatre Academy 
(4 productions only) 

and 
10 outtasight American 
College theater groups 

April 17 thru April 29 
daily at 2:00 & 7:30 

at the 
Eisenhower Theater 

HALf-P~'(!E 
~~ 
at Kennedy Center 

Box Office onlY' 
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!S.rt"!£~t~"lishes Relief· Fuft~ 
To Aid Bangladesh Refugees 

by Ivan Katz committee sponsored an starvation problem still exists. 
Members of the International International Festival on Monday The committee asked George-

Student House (ISH) have set up a night featuring talent and native town students to fast from noon on 
relief committee to aid the citizens performances from such places as Monday to noon on Tuesday to 
of Bangladesh after the bloody civil Mongolia, New Zealand, Nepal and give themselves some idea of what 
war that left thousands facing Spain as well as the United States. it was like to go hungry. Further, 
starvation. ' "Honored guest" at this festival was the fasting students were asked to 

To raise money for relief ,efforts, the Hon. Enyet Karim, head of the contribute what would normally be 
the cQmmittee, sponsored a Bangladesh mission to the United their lunch money to the fund. 

" ' four-day program from April 8-11 States. At the conclusion of the fast, a 
" " ' , )f movies, fasts, entertainment and The ISH committee also spon- rice and tea meal prepared by an 

,".,'~, ",.:' Bengali-style meals. sored a showing of an OXFAM Indian student was served. This, 
• ';~~~ 'q, Last Saturday ISH ,sponsored a documentary on Bangladesh Sun· said Sedlins, was an "average meal" 

.. ;"~::":" ~ mowing of the venerable -anti-war day, with commentary provided by in Bangladesh, when people were 
.!lassic, All Quiet on the Western Harold Snyder, the director of the able to obtain food at all. 

The International Student House is sponsoring a relief fund to aid Front. According to John Sedlins, American Friends Seryice Commit- The monies collected for the 
Bangladesh refugees. Seasonal floods plague the war-devastated land. an ISH 'resident assistant who tee's International Affairs Seminar relief fund will be distributed to 

Sr. Weel{ Plans Final~ 
Financial Support Low 

helped organize the Bangladesh of Washington. Snyder pointed out both OXFAM and the American 
benefit, the showing of the film that the film was basically accurate, Friends Service Committee, half the 
grossed $120 for the relief fund. although the grave predictions funds going to each group. The 
The next day OXF AM-America, made concerning hunger in BangIa· organizing committee pointed out 
one of the best known relief desh have not materialized to the that although their drive is offi
organizations on the Indian subco- extent mentioned. He was quick to dally over, contributions will still 
ntinent, sponsored an art sale and point out, however, that a severe be accepted. 

by Steve Worth Support has come from the auction in Healy basement which, .. '-' ... -A'·""""".,....'~-, 
Plans for "Senior Week" acti- University President's office as well according to OXF AM sources, net

vities are nearing completion, ac- as the Alumni house in sponsoring ted about $600. 
cording to Gary Lanzara (ColI. '72), receptions_ The Jesuit community The University community has 
organizer of the "Senior Week" is sponsoring the Sunday breakfast been quick to aid the ISH relief 
Committee. after the Baccalaureate Mass. The efforts. Said John Sedlins: "I 

The week of May 16-21 has been c?mmittee is hoping to obtain cannot thank ~r= M!ldden, director 
geared to provide a rich variety of fmanci~ support fro~ .the student o~ Campus ~Ims~nes, enough ~or 
low cost entertainment for seniors entertamment commISSIOn and the his. cooperatIOn. . The _ Housmg 
and friends. Lanzara promises, "It student activities commission. Office g~ve fina.lJcml asslst~nce .to 
should prove to be highly success- Lanzara expressed the desire to the J?roject and the Umversl_ty 
f I " see a permanent organization ac- SecurIty Force also donated Its u. . 

. . cept responsibilities for planning servIces. 
L~n:~ra 'pom~ed ,?':It that. thiS and financing senior week in future In addition to the contributions 

year s Semor Week IS expenenc- years. made at the movie showing the 
ing difficulties raiSing sufficient ' 
;;tnds fo: their planned activiti.es. !wANTED: A few good college men and women to undergo voluntee'r officer 

The .semor cl~s used to orgamze training during summers without commitment until graduation. No On-campus 
~nd fmance semor. week, but when training or drills. Guaranteed flight and law programs and guaranteed draft 
It was replaced m 1969 by the deferments. Starting salaries up to $11 000. 
present student government, no one ..'... 
took up this function" Lanzara For further informatIOn contact Manne Officer Selection Office, 1101 
said. ' Penns. Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20004 or call 628-7558 
p' 'tat ."'&* 

! 
m 

Best Foreign Film 

VITTORIO DE SICA'S 

the Garden of the Finzi-Continis 
Surrin,'Pominiquc S.ncI .. 1ino Olpolitchio. Helmut Ber:cr. Produced by Arthur Cohn .nd Gianni Hcdu lIIcan, in Color @ 

4849 Wisconsin Ave., N.W. 
Phone 244-3116 

\ ............. ~:j~".,,--, 
The Hon. Enyet Karim, head of the Bangladesh mission to the United 
States, attended an "International Festival" at Georgetown Monday. 
(Photo by Moses Albert) 

*Beer as much as you can drink from 5-8 
with every dinner at THE PUBLICK HOUSE 
Restaurant, 3218 M Street, Georgetown. 
Dinners from $2.95, open 7 days. 333-6605. 

LAWYER'S ASS'T 
in only 3 months $9,000 or more to start 

College graduates and other qualified persons (male and female)-Qur in
structors (all practising lawyers) will train you to become a lawyer's assistant, 
to perform paralegal services under a lawyer's direction and supervision (but 
not as a legal secretary-in fact, you too will use the services of a legal 
secretary). Attend classes days or evenings for only 3 months, Housing ac· 
commodations are available at an extra charge, 

We will teach you practical, "how to" information and techniques on COR· 
PORATIONS • SECURITIES REGULATION • LEGAL AND NON-LEGAL RESEARCH • 
DOMESTIC RELATIONS • LITIGATION AND TRIALS • MERGERS AND ACQUISI· 
TIONS • TRUSTS AND ESTATES • REAL ESTATE • PUBLIC AND PRIVATE 
FINANCING' and much, much more. 

• Enter a new and exciting field and become involved 
• Do interesting research, analysing, discussing and writing 
• Earn a high salary starting at $9,000 or more per year 
• Accept responsibility 
• Perform and be treated as a paralegal specialist 
• Associate with lawyers and their clients 
• Increase your knowledge and potential 
• Become a skilled and valuable part of the growing legal indushy 

SUMMER CLASSES ARE NOW FORMING; APPLY FOR ADMISSION RIGHT AWAY. 
1-------------------, 

Cal! or write I PARALEGAL INSTITUTE, Dept, 9U 
for F R E E i One Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10003 I 

BOOKLET 1 I 1 Name ----------- __ Phone ----- I 
NY (212) I 
TR 9-7500 I Address Apt .- - I 

©1972 by Paralegal Institute; City _____ State ' Zip I 1 _________ , ___________________ 1 



PBAIBII BOG 

BY PULLING THE STAPLE THISTICKET'CAH BE REMOVED 

-. ~ . -

35th & N Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20007 

Phone 333-2626 

Tony Lam~ Boots 

Slacks 
Super Slims 

. Bells 
Original 1850 

'Button' Fly 

leather Suits 
Pearl Snap Shirts 

20 Different P'atterns 
15 Different Toes and Heels 
From $40 to $7,500 

CANTERBURY BELTS 
H.I.S. SLACKS 
GREAT ARROW BELTS 
BAILEY HATS 
RUGBY, JERSEYS 
TEM-TEX WESTERN SHIRTS 
CREIGHTON SHIRTS 
LEE VELOURS 
MISSOURI MEERSHAUM PIPES 

PBAIBIE DOG 
35th & N Street, N.W. 

Washington, D.C. 20007 
Phone 333-2626 

PBIIBII BOI' 

/ 
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"It cannot be assumed that students who. are forced off campus by the 
lottery can in fact find suitable accommodations within a reasonable 
distance at rents the st~dents can afford." (Photo by F. Kohun) 

He:ule Announces Plans 
For 'Spring Weekend' 

by Pat Mahoney Band will give its Spring Concert 
University President the Rev. R. Friday night at 8 p.m. in Gaston 

J. Henle, S.J., announced Monday a Hall. 
Spring Weekend Festival to be held A rock 'n roll revival band, The 
April 21, 22 and 23. Stomping Suede Greasers from 

Fr. Henle hopes to see the entire Syracuse University, will play at an 
Georgetown community partici- open·bar dance Friday evening in 
pate: students, faculty and their McDonough Gymnasium. Tickets 
families, University employees, area are now on sale for the dance at $6 
alumni and residents of the sur- a couple (with S.E.S. cards) and $9 
rounding community. general admission. 

Spring Weekend begins at 1 p.m. A concert beginning at 4 p.m. on 
next Friday afternoon with "Friday the lower field will take place both 
on the Lawn," a carnival on Healy Saturday afternoon and evening. 
and Copley lawns. Individuals and Several, bands will be playing, 
organizations, stUdents, faculty, ad- including the Blues Project and 
ministrators and area shops and McKrendee Spring. Beer will be 
vendors are invited to sell or display sold. 
their exhibits on tables set up on A Mud-In, starting at 1 p.m. is 
the lawns. scheduled for Sunday afternoon on 

In addition, a stage and equip- the old annex grounds. The grounds 
ment will be set up on White will be flooded, with ropes and 
Gravenor steps for any individuals balls available for games of tug-of
or groups who wish to perform. war. 
Friday - on - the - Lawn Activities Sunday evening the University 
should continue at least through Chorus will give its annual spring 
the afternoon. Choral Concert at 8: 30 p.m. in 

The Georgetown University Gaston Hall. 

Task Force Report Suggests · 
Crash Dorm Building Program 

(Continued from Page 1) "there must be a direcf correlation "For most of the offenses 
the rights of others by noisy or between the size of the student processed through the University 
constant visitors." body and the availability of campus adjudication system," the report 

• Utu:larried students should housing." It pointed with alarm to said," due process requires nothing 
not "seek to cohabit.", the rapid increase in student enroll- more than adequate notice of the 

• Residents should not "disrupt ment without a corresponding in- charge, an opportunity _ Jo formu
the community or corridor spirit." crease in available dormitory space. late a reply, an opportunity to 

The University should ask stu- If the present trend in student question the accuser and an oppor· 
dents who violate these standards enrollment continues, the report tunitytotellone'ssideofthestory." 
to "seek living a,ccommodations in said, Georgetown may soon become 
non-University housing" or should' a "commuter college." The task -------------
advise them "to seek their educat- force predicted that a majority of AntI--War 
ion elsewhere." students will live off campus next 

The task force noted that year and criticized the administrat-
"morality in the Judeo-Christian ion for misrepresenting Georgetown (Continued from Page 1) 
context is still firm with regards to as a "residential University." Zinn said the White House 
pre-marital sexual activity," but "There is some question," the demonstrators will attempt to es
added that "morality is equally report said, "as to whether the tablish a "people's presence" at 
firm with regard to freedom of University makes an adequate dis- Lafayette Park tomorrow, tI:en will 
choice (and) responsibility for closure to parents and prospective cross t?e street for a. sItdown 
choice." students as to the availability of protest In front of the WhIte House 

"Once given the fact of an, housing." gate. The protestors have not 
approved visitation program, neith- The task force members "are n<~t obtained a de~onstra~i~n permit, 
er limitation of hours nor open convinced that the administration is however, and Zmn antICIpates that 
hours will of themselves insure the serious about building a new dormi- there ma~ be some arrests. 
University community against pre tory." They call for a crash .. B~s tIckets. fo~ the Neyv YO:k 
-marital sexual activity," the report dormitory building program and a Spnng OffensIve are avaIla~le ~n 
said. "Ultimately in any moral freeze on enrollment increases until the stUdent government offIce m 
action, the responsibility lies with the University has "appropriately Healy basement. 
the person in, following or not increased housing." "The air war is important," Zinn 
following the principle of his faith Residential AdjUdication said, "because it makes people 
or his acknowledgement of human The task force was satisfied with think the war is winding down. 
dignity." most of the boards set up to deal "But we're now destroying Viet-

The task force claimed the with academic and other non-resi- namese villages instead of killing 
present parietal regulations were dential violations. However, they American soldiers." 
"unenforceable" and that wide- sharply criticized the residential Claiming that the war in Indo
spread violation of the regulations adjudications boards as "cumb- china is not winding down, a 
"spreads the dangerous cancer of ersome" and proposed sweeping Student Mobilization Committee 
disrespect and contempt for law changes to simplify and streamline spokesman said that "by the end of 
and authority." the system. If the task' force the first three months of 1972, 

In separate minority reports, recommendation is accepted, re- th~re w!ll have been more bombing 
committee member Patricia Sulli- sponsibilities for residential· adjudi- raIds dIrected against North Viet
van and Task Force Chairman the cation currently assigned to ten nam than in all of 1971. 
Rev. Francis Canavan, S.J., disagre- boards will be transferred to one "On Feb. 11," the spokesman 
ed with the proposed parietal "residential violations board." continued," American-advised 
change. Mrs. Sullivan accused the The report disagreed with a South Vietnamese police raided the 
task force of following "the die- student senate position calling for largest orphanage in Vietnam and 
tates of vogue and fashion" while an adjudications system that would carted, away 3,000 children for 
Fr. Canavan claimed that "the: reflect constitutional guarantees of their 'antiwar and anti-government 
insistence with which students have I "due process." The task force beliefs.''' 
demanded" the parietal change was members noted that the eonstitut- .--------------, 
"evidence of their immaturity." ional guarantees did not apply to 

Crash Building Program private actions or University disci-
The task force emphasized that I pline. 

HE HAD THE VISION ••• 
WE HAVE 
THE WAY. 

Now that you can fly to Europe for peanuts, 
here's how little you shell out.to get around: 

$130 for Two Months of unlimited rail travel in 
Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Gennany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, 

Norway, Portugal,Spain,Sweden, Switzerland. 

You shell out $130, and get a Student-Rail pass. 
All you need is the bread and something to show you're 
a bona fide student between 14 and 25. , 

Our Student-Railpass gives you all that unlimited 
rail travel on the 100,000 mile railroad networks of those 
13 countries. For two foot-loose months. So with low air 
fares and Student-Railpass you've got Europe made. 

Our Student-Railpass gets you Second Class 
travel on our trains. You'll find that there's very little 
second class about Second Class. Besides being com
fortable, clean, fast, and absurdly punctual, the Euro-

pean trains have some other advantages for you. They 
take you from city center to city center, so you don't have 
to hassle airports. And the stations are helpful homes 
away from home, with Pictograms that give you informa
tion in the universal language of signs, and dining rooms; 
bookstores and other helpful facilities. 

Now, here's the catch. You can't get your 
Student~Railpass or the regular First Class Eurailpass in 
Europe-you have to get them before you leave the coun
try. So see your Travel Agent soon. Meanwhile, send in 
the coupon for a free folder, complete with railroad map. 

------------------------------------------------------------STUDENT-RAlI.PASS The way to see Europe without feelinS like. tourist. 
Eurailpass is valid in Austria, Belgium, Denmar~, France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal, 
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland. 
~urailpass. Box 90, LiRclenhurst, New Yerk 11757. 
Please send me your free Eurailpass folder with raitroad map. 0 Or your Student-RailPass folder order form. 0 

, ___________________________ Str~ ____________________________________ _ 

When the 
Paulists were 

founded in 1858 
by Isaac Hecker, they were the 
first religious Community of 
priests established in North 
America by an American and 
for Americans. 

Father Hecker, who was a cen
tury ahead of his time, wanted 
Paulists to be free of compul
sory activities so they could be 
flexible enough to meet the 
needs of the Church in every age 
as they arose. 

Today's Paulist' can be as in
volved as he wants to be. He is 
given the freedom to use his own 
talents to do his own thing. He 
may be a parish priest, an edu
cator or a press, radio or televi
sion personality. 

Father Hecker discovered the 
value of communications early. 
With his monthly publications 
and pamphlets, he laid the 
foundation for the Paulist/New
man Press, the country's largest 
publisher and distributor of 
Catholic literature. 

Today, Father Hecker's ~';'5ion 
and foresight have led to the es
tablishment of'PauIist radio, tele
vision and film centers on a scale 
that perhaps, not even be dreamed 
of. 

But then, be had the vision. 
He showed us the way. 

For more information on the 
Paulists. write to: Rev. Donald 
C. CampbeJJ, Vocation Director, 
Room 500. 

415 West 59th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10019 
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Task Force-An Appraisal.-
byDon Hamer 
Associate Editor 

The Task Force on the Quality of Student Life 
has achieved what many never expected in their 
wildest dreams: a substantive report which probes 
all sides of the major policy questions which have 
been making "news" on the Georgetown camp~ 
for a longtime. 

The report seems to reflect a knowledge on the 
part of the Task Force members that a great deal 
was expected of them-some hard practical 
recommendations on what have become the 
perennial points of contention between students, 
in particular Student Government, and the 
University Administration. 

Clearly the most significant and far·reaching 
finding of the Task Force concerned the 
increasingly commuter nature of the University, 
with all of its implications for student social life, 
activities, government and attitudes toward the 
University . 

News Analysis 
Another significant recommendation is that 

regarding parietals and student adjudication. The 
Task Force itself, it will be remembered, was a 
child of the parietal controversy, coming some
what as a result of an earlier report by the Student 
Life Policy Committee advocating 24-hour parie
tals. The Task Force report notes that because the 
current parietal regulations are massively disregar
ded with impunity, respect for dormitory 
regulations in general havs declined. The Task 
Force's advocacy of free upperclass intervisitation, 
as well as joint responsibility between students and 
administration in areas of adjudication, may 
represent an attempt to salvage whatever respect 
for campus rules that may still remain. 

(It is interesting to note that the Task Force 
rejects the term "24-hour parietals" as too vague, 
although to the knowledge of this writer, the term 
for those who do not indulge in fantasies has the 
sole meaning of 24-hour intervisitation. 

There were unfortunately several topics barely 
touched upon by the Task Force which should, 

...... * 

one would think, have' been major objects of 
iIivertigation. 

The Task Force could also have pursued such 
questions as why Georgetown, with one of the 
finest Medical schools in the country, as well as a 
fine hospital, is unable to put together an equally 
high-quality student health service. Why do most 
students detest eating in Georgetown's cafeterias? 

. What are the effects of this? 

* * * 
In the final analysis, it must be speculated that 

the report of the Task Force will cause its main 
architect, the University Administration, untold 
discomfort. Why? ' 

First, the Administration would make of itself a 
laughingstock if it rejected the Task Force's major 
recommendations, for' example, the unlimited 
visitation priveleges for upperclassmen. One 
cannot lightly dismiss the overwhelming findings 
of a blue-ribbon commission-particularly if it is a 
commission which you yourself hand·picked and 
subsequently heralded for its excellence. 

At the same time, however, the Administration 
will have to use all of the ingenuity at its disposal 
in order to meet the proposals and expectations of . 
the report. Of particular importance, of course, 
will be the recommendations to again make 
Georgetown a residential campus by creating 
dormitory space, and establishing a suitable social 
environment through construction of a realistic 
University Center rather than just an empty 
basement. The report calls upon the University to 
"reorient its priorities" and this is no small task. 

The ideas and the mandate for action have been 
presented. The report cannot be ignored. In fact, 
there is a great potential danger of an attempt by 
both students and administration to capitalize on 
every proposal and phrase which might represent 
their own parochial interests. How the recommen· 
dations of the Task Force will be carried into 
fruition is what remains to be seen, and this will in 
large part depend upon the amount of effort and 
determination the powers·that·be are willing to 
invest in the endeavor. 

SESSIONS: 

June 5th 
June 26th 
July 3rd 
July 10th 
July 24th 

Social Science 

Fine Arts 

Radio-TV 

Drama 

Natural Science 

:Music 

Athletics 

Fihn 

HUlllanitics 

Exhibits 

Theatre 

CinClllatogra}}hy 

Health 

Recreation 

Work shops 

COlllll1.UnicatiollS Arts 

ALSO 
SUlllnlcr 

Repertory 
Theatre 

Summer Recreation at its Finest.' 

- ,-;-" .. 
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i:I"(;uaem; ACtlVltleS \,;oalrman Ulenn Uorbett will PUblish a bi-weekly 
bulletin publicizing University activities_ (Photo by Pat Early) 

SAC Plans Publication 
Of ~i-W eekly Bulletin 

Student Government Comptrol· will serve to increase student 
ler Neil Shankman (ColI. '74) and involvement in campus activities. 
Student Activities Commission "It should, as a side effect, give 
(SAC) Chairman Glenn Corbett- each student a chance for contact 
(ColI. '74) have announced the with a wider number of 

-establishment of a bi-weekly bul- students." 
letin publicizing the various Univer· The bulletin, produced by a 
sity activities. subcommittee headed by 

Shankman said that the bulletin man, will be funded by the SAC. 
would be "a solution to a long· Wednesday, April 19 is taI'gel;ed 
standing lack of communication as the date for the first newsletter.; 
among activities on campus." The bulletin will be distributed as a' 

Corbett added that the bulletin flyer throughout the dormitories.' 

FOUNTAIN 
OFYOU"fH 
~ 

FE£: I 51)( 
PACK OFFER 
SCHAE 

B£;:~RE-. 

EMERSONS LTD. 
WANTS YOUR 
FUTURE 
We're looking for key managerial personnel who care about 
their future now. and will care about ours later. It's part 
of the philosophy which has helped Emerson's grow from 
one to twelve restaurants in only two years with eight 
more currently in the planning stage. And now we're ready 
to really expand! 
We want Managers and Assistant Manager trainees with the 
initiative, energy and training to make good ideas standard 
operational procedures. Positions are currently available in 
the Washington, Richmond, Baltimore and Philadelphia 
areas, which can lead to multFrestaurant management 
responsibilities. 
Our starting salaries range from $8,000 to $15,000 (de· 
pending upon experience>. We also offer some of the best 
incentive plans in the industry and personal benefits in· 
eluding stock options. 

WHAT DOES YOUR FUTURE WANT? 

Send resume to: 
Frank Splendorio 

Madison Bank Building 
1730 M Street, N.W., Suite 811 

Washington, D.C. 20036 

EMERSONS, Ltd . 

'I' 

I~ 
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The· Text· of the Task Force Report 
Ed. note: The following is the text of the final Report of 

the Task Force on the Quality of Student Life. The full 
text- of the task force's recommendations is included 
although the report's appendices are not printed here~ 
Additional copies of the report with the appendices will be 
available at the office of the University president. 

The photos in this special task force supplement were 
taken by Moses Albert, Hoya staff photographer. 

PREFACE 
"Georgetown is committed to a view of reality which 
reflects Catholic and Jesuit influences. It neither w.ishes nor 
expect~ all its members to be Catholic, but it does assume 

-.that all of them share a basic, widely accepted view of 
humankind. It sees all men as essentially eqaal, as endowed 
with a human dignity always to be respected. It sees its own 
function as being the service of humankind through 
teach ing, through research, and through other activities that 
properly flow from these. In particu lar it wishes these 
convictions as to the dignity of the individual to be 
manifested in all its campus life; it believes that, as fa~ as 
possible, the relationships among faculty, students, and 
administrators should be intimate, personal ones." 
Georgetown University: Perspectives And Problems, A 
Self-Study, at 2 (Feb. 1971) 

Georgetown exists in 1972 both burdened and enriched 
by the heritage of its history and by the constraints of its
current structure and circumstances. 

Georgetown's faculty and admin istrators, students, 
alumni and friends can and should be proud of what it was, 
is and can become. What is past good and past truth must 
be a vital present good. New ideas, new methods, new 
truths-and old-these are what make this University vital. 
While academics are the prJmary element in a student's 
education at a university, in the atmosphere of the 
Georgetown campys, in its residence hall life and its 
extra-curricular activities as well as in academic studies, the 
students should have their opportunity for a perception of 
God, a respect for their fellow men and women and a 
sensitivity to the service and rights of others. Georgetown 
encourages these opportunities and always has. It subscribes 
to their implications and always has. It has always 
succeeded more than it has failed. 

Within the dynamics of Georgetown's history, there have 
been dramatic changes in the University's view of its role 
with respect- to the student's life and in its policies toward 
student participation in University affairs. The most 
significant new element is the emphasis on "democratic" 
principles and the increased participation of students in 
decision-making. While many changes have occurred to this 
end at Georgetown, a continuing redefinition of the 
relationship of the students to the University is essential. It 
is clear that many of the old models and formulas designed 
to relate the unique heritage and tradition of Georgetown 
are no longer viable, but it remains equally clear that new 
models must be composed to capture Georgetown's 
uniqueness, and continue the philosophical direction which 
is the sensitive core of the quality of student life. 

No university, particularly one which here restates its 
pride in its philosophical tradition, will function effectively 
without community participation. Such participation is 
genuine only when it involves in its process the voices of all 
members and constitutive parts of the University according 
to the competence, experience and continuity of the 
members of the community. 

With specific reference to students, the University can 

do nothing more sincerely in accord with its community 
nature and conviction of the need for positive direction 
than to continue to involve the student in the 
decision-making and advisory functions of the University 
bodies. Students are to be involved fundamentally because 
they are the University in part, and, as it is true for faculty 
arid administration, their involvement should be parti
cularly significant in those areas which bear more directly 
upon their opportunities for personal challenge and growth. 

The University is challenged to adjust dynamically and 
look forward as an institution while retaining the unique 
conyictions and values which guide its direction. George-

"There is no greater purpose to which George
town can commit itself than the accommo
dation of a changing society within the 
conviction and ethical virtue of respect for 
the uniqueness of man. " 

town's identity has been affected and altered by the 
admission of women to the historically male College of Arts 
and Sciences, by the end of its purely residential identity 
through the increase of commuter students and by the 
inquisitiveness of students within the restive and confusing 
age in which we live. There is no greater purpose to which 
Georgetown can commit itself than the accommodation of 
a changing society within the conviction and ethical virtue 
of respect for the uniqueness of man. 

This Task Force composed of alumni, parents, faculty,. 
administrators and students has been one attempt in these 
present days of confusion, search and excitement to report 
how stands the quality of student life; how it falls short of 
Georgetown's goals; how it successfully meets the 
Georgetown of today. The report itself is only a 
continuation-only a beginning. 

I. RELIGIOUS LIFE 
Georgetown University by its founding, through its 

history and down to the present day has a commitment to 
the Kingdom of God. Not only do we think that such a 
commitment is consonant with the idea of a university, but 
that such a commitment is the ideal base on which a 
university should rest. Many universities share this point of 
view. Georgetown approaches the Kingdom as a Catholic 
and Jesuit institution. 

The Task Force is, in genera\, very pleased with what 
they found at Georgetown. There is in the present student 
generation a great emphasis on internal commitment and 
deemphasis on external observance for any reason but felt 
commitment. This seeming change in approach causes 

. previous generations to be uneasy. 
The Jesuits of Georgetown, especially those who live 

most closely with the students, are optimistic about the 
basic commitment of the students. Together with Campus 
Ministry they know. that the percentage of students 
involved, through their own volition, in some type of 
liturgical expression of worsh ip is much higher than 
popularly believed. There are a great variety of types of 
liturgy, from very modern to very traditional. Daily 
liturgies, especially those late in the evening and those in 
the dormitories, are well attended. Liturgies designed for 
particular occasions, installation of the new student 
government and peace demonstrations, for example, are 
often instigated by students and are, again, well attended. 

It is the Task Force's opinion that the religious life at 
Georgetown is vital and growing and holds great promise. 
An impressive effort is being made to meet the needs of 'the 
students and there is a positive response from the student 
body. 

In examining the religious life of the campus and the 
students, the following areas were investigated: 

A. Campus Ministries 

This is a structurally new division within the makeup of 
the University. The spiritual welfare of the student was in 
the past a portion of Student Development and its budget, 
hiring, etc. was under their control. In the present school 
year a new Office of Campus Ministries has been instituted 
with the Rev. Lawrence Madden, S.J., as head. 

The creation of this office and the status which it 
occupies within the University'S administrative structure is 
a pledge of Georgetown's commitment to the religious 
dimension. It would be unfair to criticize Campus Ministries 
which in its new form is only beginning. We would like to 
praise the efforts they' are already making toward improving 
the quality of liturgies held on campus. 

The team seems to have a good balance of age, 
experience and approach. Future appointments should 
maintain this balanced approach. The student body 
represents a rather wide spectrum of views toward liturgy 
and religiOUS life, in general. The Office of Campus 
Ministries should be able to accommodate all legitimate 
views and tastes. 

Some mechanism for insuring periodic review of 
- activities and personnel should be instituted. The harm 

which can be caused when a team member is no longer 
adaptable or able to meet and understand the student is 
potentially great. We would recommend that a review board 

external to Campus Ministries every three years thoroughly 
inspect the approach and personnel of the office and report 
the findings to the President and the Board of Directors. 
The reviewing body might operate throughout the United 
States and evaluate the various teams at each of the Jesuit 
and/or other religiously oriented universities. Maximum 
effectiveness must be maintained in these offices and a 
ready exchange of techniques and programs should be 
available. 

Campus Ministries is planning a study of the 
undergraduate population. The project should study the 
feelings of the students toward Georgetown as a Catholic 
and religious institution and the effect that Georgetown has 
had on their religious life. Full support of such a study and 
its periodic repetition is urged. 

The Director, Father Madden,· sees the role of Campus 
Ministries as reaching faculty and staff as well as students. 
Several programs have already been undertaken. We would 
urge full support of projects developed in this direction. 

The funding of the Office of Campus Ministries is in large 
portion through special endowment funds. This has benefits 
on many levels. Primarily it guarantees a source of funds 
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which does not at the same time take away monies from 
other areas of great need such as scho·larships and it also 
allows an independence of operation. It is hoped that funds 
for increasing the endowment of this office will be obtained 
by the efforts of the Board and through the generosity of 
the concerned alumni. 

It is strongly suggested that the Office of Campus 
Ministries consider full-time chaplaincies for the 
non-Catholic religious groups who. indicate by their 
numbers and their activities that they would merit this. 

B. Jesuits on Corridor 

On many residence hall corridors, by no means all, there 
are Jesuit priests or scholastics (21 in all) or other priests. 
Their living in the dormitories among the students has great 
effect on religious life. Father Henle places much 
importance on this aspect of Georgetown life and considers 
this to be one of the distinctive qualities of Georgetown. 

"The most important aspect of University life 
for the student is the maturing of one's 
approach to the world and to God." 

The function of these men on corridor, as their title, 
implies, i5 that C'f spiritual counsellor and guide. What input 
they have into residence hall policy is left largely to their 
personal initiative and is usually informal, although they do 
meet every month or six weeks to discuss common 
problems and interests with each other and with the 
Director of Campus Ministries who has direct access to the 
Office of Student Development. He and his ottice are 
directly under the President of the University. 

The corridor Jesuits are selected for their interest in 
students, their willingness to serve on corridor and their 
differing personalities which hopefully will be found 
attractive to the various students. 

The approach each priest or scholastic on corridor takes 
to his work on corridor will vary according to each one's 
own personality and measure of availability. 

None sees himself as a disciplinarian on corridor. In 
general, they seem to have good rapport with the resident 
assistants on their corridor and frequently problems of 
students are solved by quiet consultation between R_A., 
priest and student. 

Dormitories and other University Housing in the future 
should have adequate facilities for Jesuits or other faculty 
living among students. Inadequate provision in Harbin and 
Darnall has been a cause of regret. 

Only one Jesuit living on corridor has adequate facilities 
for entertaining students and faculty. Only this single Jesuit 
has funds so that refreshments can be offered and dinners 
held. New dormitories should have similar housing 
arrangements planned into them and the University should 
supply a budget so that entertaining students-not be sOlely 
at personal expense. It is interesting that the student 
resident assistants receive room and board and the House 
Master room, board and tuition. The Jesuit, permanently' 
assigned to Georgetown University, receives room only. 

in their various disciplines, adequate space for stl!dy, living 
and quiet, at least, must be provided. 

The Task Force felt that there was a need to actively 
recruit religious for corridor living. We were impressed with 
the vigor and spirit brought to the job by young, Jesuit 
scholastics and hoped that more of these men could be 
brought to Georgetown. Female students have been ignored 
too long. Jesuits or Sisters should be available in the girls' 
dormitories. 

Some procedure should be available for reviewing the 
performance of Jesuits on corridor. Perhaps Campus 
Ministry, Student Development and the Rector of the 
Community could meet to discuss the contributions being 
made and ways of maximizing effectiveness. Student 
recommendations should also be considered. 

The Task Force recommends that the religious life of the 
University would be enriched by having members of the 
ministry of religions other than Catholicism reside at least 
from time to time in campus residence halls. We encourage 
Campus Ministries to continue to consider ways of 
overcoming the practical difficulties to implementing such a 
-program. 

C. The Jesuit Community 
The presence of the Jesuit Community on campus has 

been over the centuries the one most positive force in the 
religious life of the students and the University. 

Throughout the country and the world, religious 
communities are experimenting with a variety of living 
conditions. The large community with its impersonality 
and anonymity is becoming rarer. The Jesuit Community at 
Georgetown is more or less traditional in its structure but 
most of the younger Jesuits moving into Georgetown are 
familiar with a far less traditional living style. Already 
several smaller satellite communities have been set up in the 
area. It is hoped that the present community will be able to 
continue to adapt to provide some divergence of life style. 
If the present plans for developing a student-faculty village 
on campus are ever brought to reality, housing for smaller 
groups of religious (5-10) should be provided. 

It is the hope of the Task Force that the present 
community become even more immersed in University and, 
in particular, student life. While a need for some home-like 
privacy is obvious, it would be well if the Jesuit 
CommuniW as community could show more openness to 
the students, welcoming students into their midst for a 
sharing of both academic and spiritual aspects of its life. 
The old idea that the whole' University was part of the 
Jesuit Community is dead. No relationship is automatic in 
this regard. The Community will have to attract students 
actively in order to be maximally effective today. 

The Jesuit Community includes those living on corridor 
as well as those in the main residence. The scholars and 
teachers, the retired priest, the brothers and priests who 
supply necessary support all show forth a spirit of faith and 
prayer. The quiet influence of these lives is the most 
difficult to measure. 

D. The Department of Theology 

This is a fully academic department of the greatest 
importance to .the intent and purpose of Georgetown 
University. This is not and should not be a Department of 
Catechetics. The progress made in this Department in 
recent years has been extraordinary. The most important 
aspect of University I ife for the student is the maturing of 
one's approach to the world and to God. The Theology 
Department otters each student the opportunity to 
examine his tradition and beliefs on a level consonant with 
his intellectual development in other areas. We strongly feel 
that, if Georgetown is to consciously pursue its goal, the 
Theology Department must be strong and productive. 

E. The Administration 

The administration of Georgetown is devoted to the 
lofty principles on which she was founded. A University 

Present housing for Jesuits on corridor is, generally, 
inadequate. To expect a man, to counsel, entertain, do 
scholarly work, prepare class, sleep, pray and study in one 
room and amidst the rlOise and bustle of dormitory life is 
too much to ask. Only a sense of loyalty to the students, 
Georgetown, Father Henle and the Jesuit tradition keeps _, 
them on the job. Although they recognize this as a real and 
valuable apostolate, many feel frustrated. Since Jesuit 
faculty members compete in the same way as lay members 
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such as Georgetown should_~be particularly attractive to 
scholars with roots deep in the Judeo-Christian tradition. 
Every department should be seeking such scholars and the 
administration should be actively assisting in their 
recruitment. The presence of the Kennedy Institute for the 
Study of Human Reproduction and Bioethics is one 
example of the type of activity and faculty which should 

,find a natural home at Georgetown. 

«The residence hall should 0 ifer an en
vz"ronment which encourages sound communz"ty 
l£ving, which enables the student to study and 
to recreate. " 

II. RESIDENCE HALL LIFE 
AND HOUSING 

A. Statement of Principles 

The student should stand at the center of the 
undergraduate schools. Their function is to enable the 
student to grow intellectually, to mature in self-responsibil
ity, to foster in himself a social sensitivity and awareness to 
the rights and needs of others. 

They should, through their educational programs, 
enhance the student's freedom of choice; should enable him 
to foresee to a reasonable extent the effects of his 
decisions; should increase in him a responsibility to meet 
what he brings into being by his decisions. 

The philosophy underlying dormitory policy should lie 
in the context of the Judeo-Christian commitment to a 

belief in God and to a recognition-of human dignity. Such a 
commitment presupposes a freedom of choice and the 
acceptance of responsibility for that choice and its effects. 
It also involves an awareness and consciousness of the 
rights and needs of others-an awareness and a conscious
ness which is respectful and active. 

In such a context, the residence hall is not to be seen 
merely as a hotel or boarding house where super-individual
ized individuals hang their hats and lay their heads and then 
go off to class and work each morning. 

The residence hall should offer an environment which 
encourages social and community living, which enables the 
student to study and to recreate. It should offer those kinds 
of opportunity which enhance the student as a person, 
aiding and encouraging him/her to realize his!'her pOjential. 

That Georgetown' in its dormitory policy succeeds more 
than it fails is due rather to the dedication and foresight of 
people concerned with dormitory life-be they students, 
resident assistants, corridor Jesuits, or members of the staff 
of the Student Development Office-than to the physical 
structure and condition of the dormitories. 
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Students' Responsibility and Freedom of Clwice' 
It is in this light that the Committee on Residence Hall 

Life undertook its task of fact-finding. and recommenda
tion. 

B. Physical Aspects of the Residence Halls 

The find ings on which the .following recommendations 
are based are found in Appendix A. We also recommend 
action on the numerous detailed suggestions fqr repairs and 
improvement contained in the appendix. 

1. Security 

Security has become a serious problem on the 
Georgetown campus. Last fall, special security guards had 
to be stationed in some of the dormitories because of the 
seriousness of the problem. The Task Force makes the 
following recommendations in this area. 

First, all dormitories must have installed adequate 
security doors which- do not permit entrance from the 
outside of the building. This is especially needed in New 
South, a particularly difficult building to secure. ' 

Second, more lighting should be installed around the 
main areas of the University-Healy and Copley lawns, the 
walkways between White-Gravenor and Darnall-St. Mary's, 
the walkway between Healy and Harbin Hall. Additional 
lighting would not only make the campus more secure, it 
would also make it more beautiful. We believe that 
additional lighting would discourage vandalism by both 
students a'nd outsiders. 

We commend the administration for its new programs in 
the training of campus guards and hiring of more qualified 
personnel but feel that greater efforts for security are 
needed. The Task Force, however, under no circumstances 

'approves of the discussed suggestion of provisions for 
handguns for the security force. 

2. Maintenance and Housekeeping 

The Task Force compliments the present Director of 
Housing and her staff for what has been accomplished in 
renovating some of the older residence halls on campus. 
The Director and her staff have done what can be done 
with regard to limited on-campus housing and increased 
student demand for it. They have been helpful-and 
gracious-to displaced students and angry/concerned 
parents. 

The Director of Housing should have greater say in both 
the housekeeping and_ maintenance aspects of the residence 
halls. What kind of budgetary powers this should give her 
with regard to Physical Plant should be considered but it is 
clear that the response to residence hall needs, although 
improving over the years, is still below what it should be. 
Since the Director faces student complaints, we feel she 
should have more direct input into the decision-making and 
execution process in maintenance and housekeeping. 

"The Task Force, however, under no circum
stances approves of the discussed suggestion of 
provisions for handguns for the security 
force." 

Consideration should be given to the use of residence 
hall workmen readily available to the Director of Housing 
for the quick and easy minor repair and replacement jobs in 
residence halls. Rapid repair and replacement would reduce 
needless irritation caused by repeated requests. 

Consideration should also be given as to a student pool 
for housekeeping from which could be drawn assistance 
when a regular member of housekeeping fails to appear over 
the weekend or for regular work. 
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or destruction of University facilities and theft of 
University property. Indeed, in view of its stated goal of 
nurturing individual responsibility and respect for others, 
the University is doing its students a disservice by not 
requiring more responsibility of them in their living habits. 
There is certainly no justification any longer for what has 
often previously seemed a casual attitude toward student 
destruction of property. 

The long waiting list for residents' lodging is adequate 
rationale for removing chronic mischievous violators. 

Believing that the student's full responsibility for 
damages and vandalism must be re-emphasized, we feel that 
some form of security from the students is necessary. 
Accordingly, continuation of the present cash deposit 
policy and perhaps development of a mandatory bond or 
other alternate security, to be refunded upon assurance of a 
clean slate, may better provide incentive for' proper respect 
for physical accommodations and facilities. 

The "Room Occupancy Agreement" for Harbin and 
Copley Halls duplicated in the Residence Hall Handbook 
(pp. 38-40) is a recommended path to be imitated and 
required of all .dormitory residents. An omitted area of 
importance within the regulations is a succinct summary of 
the, University philosophy, a major foundation of residence 
life. 

If, indeed, violations of the agreement occur after due 
notice (grace period and appropriate counselling), then 
dismissal from residence halls should follow immediately. 
Notice may consist of four steps: 

a. informal oral warning; 
b. formal, written notice; 
c. second formal notice in conjunction with notice to 
parent; 
d. dismissal. 
Simply because acts of vandalism are covered financially 

is not a sufficient reason for a student to be allowed to 
continue to reside on campus. The stude'nt should show an 
improvement in behavior and attitude after due warning. 

C. Interpersonal Aspects of the Residence Halls 

Frequently, there are complaints that no cleaning Whether a true sen!le of community exists in any of the 
supplies were available to male residents. The Task Force residence halls is perhaps questionable-the answer being 
suggests such supplies and cleaning equipment might be found to some extent in the definition one assigns to 
made available on request to the corridor R.A. "community". In the broad sense, if "community" signifi~s 

Lastly, we suggest that housekeeping staffs could be :the state of those gathered together for the purpose of 
freed for better maintenance of the public areas and attaining a common goal, there is perhaps "community" at 
corridors if all students assume more of a' responsibility for Georgetown because for the most part the residence hall , 

- their own rooms. A single step like making their own bed dwellers seek an education and/or a college degree. 
linen change, as do most of the women students, would ~ree, .,:' ,If :'com'hlunity", signifies a closer relationship or 
household staff for better cleaning of the public ,areas., '-': ,,::f¢II.owship':-among th'e students, then "community" in the 

,'- " :resideric';fh~il'V;;heri :fo~nd to any great extent seems to be 
by corridor or, tJqor rather ,than by house or hall. ' 3. Old North 

The T ask Force recommends that serious 'consideration 
be given to the conversion of the 3rd floor Old North into 
single rooms and the entire phase-out of the 4th floor of 
Old North as living accommodations for the 1973-74 
academic year. We realize this will further curtail bed space 
bLlt the extremely crowded living conditions in 4th Old 
North are no longer appropriate for student living and 3rd 
Old North is a very crowded corridor with a narrow 
hallway. 

4. Room Occupancy Agreement 

The Task Force believes there is a valid reason for the 
University to take a stricter position toward student misuse 

As halls, ,:-oyola and possibly ISH and Ryder seem to 
have 'the, most going for them as residence hall 
communities. Ryder has a reasonably small number of 
inhabitants; ISH has a particular interest group orientation; 
and Loyola has built-in a kind of stable core of residents 
and the resultant handing on of a way of doing things. 

Freshman corridors in New North, Healy and Ryan seem 
to approach a ~nse of community more obviously than 
upper class corridors and freshmen corridors in New 
South. In New South the corridors are considered long, 
cold and "impersonal". It is not unusual for a student in 
one room not to know by name his immediate neighbor. 

Copley corridors, as far as community goes, seem better 
than New South. Harbin corridors are split into small 
sub-communities by the' very cluster structure of the 

building. No one seemed to see "community" by corridor 
or, except in a wide sense, by building. 

The women's residence halls, St. Mary's and Darnall, and 
the women's corridors in Copley and to a lesser extent 
Harbin did not seem to be as "community-less" as the 
men's residence halls. 

The Task Force acknowledges that it is not by physical 
structure or lounge avai lability alone that community is 
achieved. Both factors can help support a sense of 
community. It is the people on the corridors, however, and 
on freshman corridors perhaps initially and especially the 
Resident Assistant who must assist and sometimes lead in 
the construction of community. 

All the residence halls were considered noisy-some 
more, some less-by the residents who spoke to us. Many 
felt that one got used to the noise and, if not, one could 
study in the library (also on occasion reported as crowded 
and socially noisy) or in classrooms. 

Drugs in the residence hall seem to be less prevalent than 
in the past. Marijuana is certainly used and accepted but 
everyone seemed to feel that it offered no serious problem 
to residence hall living or campus life. Hard drugs never 
seem to have posed a serious problem on the campus, 
although as on any campus this size there have been 
individual instances of drug addiction. 

Among the suggested reasons for the decrease in the use 
of marijuana were for following: the "novelty" has worn 
off; many students have already had-and finished· 
with-the pot experience in high school; there is a 
perceptible movement to a more central or conservative 
position by college students; less pressure from the draft 
has resulted in a less worried attitude by college students. 

The Task Force feels that it can offer no statistics with 
regard to drug use on campus but does offer the opinions 
noted above. 

"The Task Force itself approaches the 
question of men and women freely visiting 
each other in each other's residence halls with 
mixed feelings. " 

The question of intervisitation hours came up 
frequently_ Few students were satisfied with the intervisita
tion program now in effect at the University. There seemed 
to be a general feeling thai the program was tolerable 
because its limitations were seldom enforced or indeed 
taken seriously by anyone concerned with the residence 
halls. 

The division of opinion as to intervisitation limitations 
was clear among resident assistants also. 

Some resident assistants look away from violations; 
some choose a counselling-warning approach; some enforce 
or would enforce the limitations but feel rightly or wrongly 
a lack of directions or back-up especially from the Offices 
of the Dean of Men and to a much lesser degree from the 
Office of the Dean of Women. 

As for intervisitation hours in general, most students felt 
it should be a matter for self-determination by corridor or 
by house. On the whole they saw in them little or no threat 
to privacy but felt that where individual problems occurred 
they could best be solved by the students themselves. 

The Task Force itself approaches the question of men 
and women f.reely visiting each other in each other's 
residence halls with mixed feelings. We, however, offer the 
following considerations: 

Today's student sees his/her room as his/hers-a 
"home", a mini-apartment; a study-sleep-social ,center-
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-small as it may be. The University recognized this-an We do not feel that such a firm policy is currently 
uninvited intruder requires good reason and authorized reflected in the actions of the Office of Student 
warrant to enter with impunity. To all others, the Development. Such a policy presumes that established rules 
student-occupants may close and lock their doors. They of due process are observed. . 
may be evicted from their room only for serious reason and The Task Force has no intention of encouraging or 
after due process. approving· of sexual promiscuity or cohabitation. If the 

The concept of a room chiefly for sleeping and study in Qft-used term "24 hour parietals" is taken to mean either 
a dormitory has been replaced in the thinking of today's activity, the Task Force is against 24 hour parietals: 
students by.' that of "the room as home" concept in a Because the phrase "24 hour parietals" has lost precision of 
residence hall. definition and, indeed, in the minds of many is equated' 

A law unenforced because of a failure- of community- wl~h the privifege of engaging in sexual activity in 'the 
administrative consensus is in a sense a law unenforceable. ' reSidence hall, we recommend that the expression,no longer 
Such a law spreads the dangerous cancer of disrespect and. be used in official publications to express University policy 
contempt for law and authority. Today's intervisitation nor', 'to· the extent possible, be used in the inevitable 
regulations at Georgetown from observation and report are dial"ogue that must follow publication of.this report~ 
in this condition and state. By recommending that outside hour limits for intervisita-

"The Task Force would recommend the re-· 
moval of parietal hour limitations for upper
classmen. " 

Informality in dress and manner, freedom in social 
interchange are to a large extent part of the student scene. 
They find no objection to floor sprawling, crowded room 
discussions and generally a relaxed atmosphere whether the 
group be two, three or twenty. In light of this, visitation of 
men with women and vice versa in crowded residence hall 
rooms causes no surprise to the occupants. 

Morality in the Judeo-Christian context is still firm 
with regards to pre-marital sexual activitv-but that 
morality is equally firm with regard to freedo:n of choice, 
responsibility for choice-freedom's dangers and glory. 

. tion for· upperclassmen be removed and that the present 
limitations be maintained on freshman corridors, the Task 
Force does not wish either to limit student freedom to 
restrict their corridor visitation hours or to discourage the 
Student Development office from experimenting with 
designating various corridors as places for .varying life styles 
within the recommendations 01 this Task Force. 

At Georgetown, there are students with varying interests 
and needs as regards life stvle. There are also a variety of 
residence hall accommodations. There are even lopecific 
times; e.g., during examination periods, when a particular 
group of students or a particular corridor would wish to 
vary visitation hours. 

The Task Force encourages the office of Student 
Development to rise to the challenge of such variety and 
actively encourage such choices. Specifically, the Task Force 
recommends that, at the time of application for room 
selection for upperclassmen, the housing office include a 
space for indicating whether or not a student wished to live 
on a corridor with limited intervisitation. By tallying the 
number replying affirmatively, thelhousing office could then 
set aside a set number of corridors where there would be a 
limited intervisitation. Once a student chooses a room on a 
corridor with certain intervisitation rules, he should be 
protected from chang'es in those rules during the academic 
year contracted for. 

D. The House System and Room Selection 

One of the most serious problems facing undergraduate 
students today is finding adequate housing accommoda
tions. Because of the increase during the last few years in 
the freshman class which has been traditionally required to 
live on campus, and because of the lack of np.w housing on 
campus, more and more students have been forced to look 
for housing outside the main gate. There are, for instance, 
more than 500 students on the waiting list for on campus 
housing for 1972-73. 

The housing office has made an' Amazonian struggle to 
accommodate as many students as possible on the campus. 
Some minimal increase in campus beds has been achieved. 

Unce given the fact of an approved visitation program, -, For exampl~, the fourth floor 0: St. Mary.'s was opened. to 
neither limitation of hours nor open hours will of women reSidents when the Sisters serving the. ho~pital 
themselves insure the University community against moved elsewhere. The use of Ryder Hall was relinquished 
pre.marital sexual activity. Ultimately in any moral action, by the Jesuit Community which had been using it for Jesuit 
the responsibility lies with the person in following or not graduate students. For these and other reasons, most of 
following the principle of his faith or his acknowledgement those on the housing wait.ing !ist in September 197i 
of human dignity. secured campus accommodations In 1971-72. 

Although there are negative possibilities in any The housing office has also persuaded the administration 
intervisitation program such a program can promote a more to rent as many of the University townhouses a.s possi?le to 
natural social atmosphere. On a large increasingly public students when the leases of non-students expire. ThiS has 
campus, such as Georgetown's, and in residence halls where the effect of opening up more townhouses each year for 
suitable and well furnished lounge space is barely adequate 
or non-existent, such a program can offer an opportunity 
for reasonable'privacy of study and for conversation. 

With all its dangers, such a program also offers a freedom 
to be responsible. 

I n view of these considerations, the Task Force would 
recommend the removal of intervisitation hour limitations 
for upperclassmen, with the understanding that the Univer
sity have no hesitation in asking those students 

who violate the rights of others by noisy or constant 
visitors, 

who though unmarried seek to cohabit, 
who disrupt the community or corridor spirit, 

to seek living accommodations in non-University housing 01 

advising them to seek their education elsewhere. 
As for freshmen corridors, the Task Force recommends 

that the limited visitation program presently in effect be 
continued. The freshman, as has been said elsewhere, needs 
more support during the crucial first year of his time at the 
University. He needs to learn to live with large numbers of 
other people. Great care should be taken in advising and 
counselling the freshman. The resident assistant should be 
carefully alert lest any freshman, through lack of concern 
for others or through gross immaturity, thoug\:ltlessly 
infringes on the rights of his roommate or other corridor 
residents. 

Persistent violation of visitation privileges, as in the case 
of other serious violations, should result in either the 
request that the offender seek accommodations off·campus 
or ·pursue his/her educational goals at a pla,ce other than 
Georgetown. 

student occupancy. The extent of the housing snon:age lit 

this area, however, can be seen by taking a look at some 
figures. This past February and March approximately 160 
groups (each consisting of from four to six students) 
applied for just over twenty available townhouses. The rest, 
if they could not get housing on campus through the 
lottery, will have to look somewhere else. 

Students have a particularly tough time finding 
off-campus housing because many landlords refuse to rent 
to undergraduate students or prefer to rent to law and 
medical students. 

The University Residence Board, made up of the house 
council presidents and off-campus representatives, has set 
up a Housing Commission whose function it is to help 
students find off-campus accommodations. It does this 
principally by informing students as to what housing is 
avaiiable. 

Because the demand for room on campus far exceeds the 
available space, the housing office developed last year a 
lottery system to insure the fairest possible distribution of 
beds to students. While no one is entirely pleased with the 
lottery, it seems to be the fairest method of handling the 
problem. Briefly, the system works this way. A student and' 
his roommate register to enter the lottery. A card is drawn 
and put through a computer. If the students get a number 

"The Task Force has no intention of encourag
ing or approving of sexual promiscuity or co
habitation. " 

which is below the cut-off point established for their 
particular class, they have a room on campus. The lower the 
number the better choice the, students have as to which 
dormitory they would like to live in. A student and his 
roommate either get on campus together or not at all. 

The biggest difficulty with this system is that, because 
no one knows who will be living on a corridor from year to 
year, it is difficult to develop a sense of continuity and 
community on the corridors. Furthermore, the lottery 
system makes it difficult for friends to get together and 
decide to live on a particular corridor since they do not 
know if they will have a room on campus come fall, much 
less which corridor they will live on. The exception to this 
is Harbin, where a cluster either gets on campus as a whole 
or not at all. I n Harbin, however, other problems in making 
friends and forming a community are evident, mainly 
because of the architecture of the building. Next year the 
housing office and the resident director in Harbin will 
attempt an experiment with a "community floor" made up 
of students who' are interested in forming such a 
community. 

Whatever planned activities there are in the residence 
halls are largely the responsibiliw of the house council, and, 
to a lesser extent, of the resident assistant. The house 
councils are made up of students elected by the residents of 
the particular house. Voting turnout varies from house to 
house but there does not seem to be much interest in or 
support of house councils. This year it seems house councils 
have taken a more active role in planning social events of 
various kinds. Student response has usually been good. 

Planned intellectual activities in the residence halls are 
practically non-existent. Seldom are professors invited in 
for informal discussions. In part this lack may be due to the 
fact that students apparently do not see the residence hall 

"'= as a place for group intellectual activity, but rather as a 
place in which to relax and socialize. In part it may be due 
to a failure in' leadership or initiative by house councils or 
resident assistants. 

The intramural male athletic program- has trad itionally 
.. been organized .around the' dormitories and this continues "'" 
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to . be the case. Many students participate in this program 
throughout the year. There is a serious faifure to provide 
dormitory intramural programs for w·omen. . 

_ E. Counselling and Communication 

Supportive services.,are available to students living in the 
dormitories. The Healy Center sponsors a Walk-In Center 
which is a service offering regularly scheduled experts to 
discuss problem areas on a spontaneous informal basis. The 
center's topiCS include: Woman's Caucus, Employment 
Counselling, Psychological-Counselling, Psychiatric Counsel-
ling, and Draft Counselling.. . 

!he staff of the Student Development Office is readily 
available for brief informal interaction, and encourages 
individual appointments to discuss and to improve any 
problem areas, either personal or structural. 

A daily bulletin is published each weekday by Student 
Activities, and FEDICAB, a telephone information service 
is a daily listing of activities on-campus. In addition, regula; 
notices are printed and posted by Student Development to 
offer and encourage participation in programs and facilities 
within the University and community. 

F. Freshman Corridors 

Despite a severe shortage of on-campus housing, the 
University has maintained a policy of requiring all freshmen 
whose homes are outside the metropolitan area of 
Washington to live on campus. This policy, when combined 
with the present shortage of rooms, tends to make the 
overall composition of the dormitory overwhelmingly and 
increasingly freshmen. The increasing upper class under
graduate student body is forced to compete for the 
decreasing· number of rooms made available to them 
through the lottery. In view of the role of the residence hall 
in the educational process and the need of the student for 

"The increasing 'Jreshmanization' of the 
dormitories has had a serious effect on the at
mosphere of the campus_ " 

shelter, a failure to create new housing would be 
self-defeating to the announced goal of increasing the 
undergraduate student body and also to many aspects of 
the educational policies of the University. 

The Task Force does not seek relief from the aforegoing 
pressures by no longer -requiring freshmen to live on 
campus, and we would not abandon the system of assigning 
male freshmen to separate corridors. Immaturity and a lack 
of experience, both general and specific to the University, 
which are characteristic of freshmen create a need for more 
intensive support than is desired and needed by 
upperclassmen. 

It is generally acknowledged that a student's experience 
during his first year in college is a particularly important 
phase of his entire stay at the University. For most 
students, it is the first time that they are away from home 
for extended periods of time. The atmosphere in which 
they find themselves is much different from that to which 
most have been accustomed. 

Because of this, a student's experience in the residence 
hall is particularly important. He will make friends, live, 
work, and play on the corridor. If the student has a good 
impression of the school and of the people in it during 

,freshman year, chances are that he will maintain this 
outlook for the rest of his stay at Georgetown. On the 
other hand, if a student finds that he cannot get along with 
others, that there are no activities beyond the academic 
which interest him, that his resident assistant or corridor 

Jesuit are not interested in him, then there is trouble ahead. 
Because there seems to be less structure in universities 

today, it is more difficult for the new student to become 
oriented. In past years, the upperclassmen took the lead 
in "initiating" freshmen -into the life of the school. More 
upperclassmen lived on campus in the past than they do 
now. Thus, they were around much of the time and could 
act as a bridge between the freshman and the University. 

Today the situation is different. An incoming freshman 
soon learns that this first year on corridor may be his last. 
Most upperclassmen live off-campus and as a result are not 
available to initiate the freshmen. Organized activities such 
as newspapers, drama societies, clubs, etc., are not as 
attractive to new students as they used to be. 

The increasing "freshmanization" of the dormitories has 
had a serious effect on the atmosphere of this campus. It 
seems to us that the freshmen corridors ·should be more 
highly structured so as to give each incoming class more of 
a sense of "belonging" to the University-of being the 
continuation of a great tradition as well as the beginning of 
a new era in the school's history. Every class is unique; but, 
in order to contribute to the University and its 
development as well as to themselves, the members of each 
class must necessarily have a sense of being an integral part 
of a great University. 

Yet this cannot be achieved if freshmen are not given 
any sort of structure with which to work when they arrive 
here. If they are not given leadership and advice, whether 
by the resident assistants, the upperclassmen, or student 
development, then the result is cpnfusion. 

If, every September, freshmen have to start anew 
beginning as if there were no past, if every year they hav~ 
to make new rules, then much valuable time is wasted-not 
to speak of the problems created by the confusion which 
results from such conditions. 

It is our view, therefore, that incoming freshmen should 
be clearly told what is expected of them as far as behavior 
on the corridor is concerned-the noise level, respect for 
others, the intervisitation regulations, etc. Freshmen should 
be given a clear indication during those crucial first weeks 
as to the standard of conduct expected of them. Failure to 
do this not only instills confusion in the incoming class but 

I 

it also tells them in no uncertain terms that the University 
does not really care how they behave. 

All of this leads the Task Force to conclude that the role 
of the freshman resident assistant is a crucial one. A 
resident assistant who can inspire confidence and trust is 
invaluable, for, in effect, he remains as the one and only 
link between student and University. 

The Task Force feels that the Office of Student 
Development, especially through its resident assistants 
program, shoul9 assume a leadership role in introducing 
freshmen to the warp and means of campus socialization. 
This leadership role is especially necessary today because 
the majority of upperclassmen live away from the campus, 
which is increasingly becoming a freshman domain. The 
selection of freshmen resident assistants should, therefore, 
be a matter of the utmost seriousness. A good resident 
assistant in the freshman year can make the difference 
between a good start and a poor one. 

G .The System of Resident Assistants 

"On each corridor there is a resident assistant 'or corridor 
assistant who helps assist the student in his adjustment to 
college life and ensures that the norms and regulations of 
the University are maintained." 

Residence Hall Handbook 1971-72, p. 5 
Presently there are 41 resident assistants (a ratio of one 

R .A. to 45-50 students) and 12 corridor assistants who are 
assigned to upper class corridors but who function 
essentially like the R.A. 

In addition to the R.A.'s there is a Head of the House, 
Housemaster, or Resident Director. With the exception of 
th~ Resident Director in Darnall Hall, there are presently 2 
professional resident directors in residence: one in Copley 
and one, with his wife, in residence in Harbin. 

Resident corridor assistants are unmarried juniors or 
seniors, graduate students or students in law/medicine/ 
dentistry. 

The Office of Student Development seeks men and 
women who are mature, well-balanced persons who can 
display administrative leadership as well as work effectively 

. with people. Selection of candidates is based upon three 
letters of recommendation, interviews and testing. 

Candidates appear at group interviews conducted by the 
Student Development Office staff. Some emphasis is 
placed upon the degree of group interaction during the 
interview but primarily upon the qualifications of the 
applicant. Resident Director and Housemaster candidates 
must appear for individual interviews. 

All candidates for the position of R.A. also must take 
the Minnesota Multiphasic Inventory Test. 

If selected, the candidate is appointed for an academic 
year. He receives room and board as payment. 

"It seems to us that the freshman corridors 
should be made highly structured so as to give 
each incoming class more of a sense of 'be
longing'to the University." 

Resident Assistants are expected to exert a positive 
influe'nce upon the residents on their corridors for which 
they are responsible. They are asked to create an 
atmosphere which encourages the academic and personal 
growth of each resident through the experience in group 
living and to uphold the interests of the University. 

A key aspect of the R.A.'s role is knowing his/her 
residents in order to counsel them more effectively as well 
as to assist them in planning for educational enrichment. 
The R.A. must be in close communication with the 
Housemaster or Resident 0 irector about the students 
problems and programs planned for the living unit. It is als~ 
imperative that the R.A. be supportive to the house 
government, and that he maintain good communication 
with house staff, administrators and the elected corridor 
representative. 

The Office of Student Development offers its R.A.'s two 
formal training programs. 

The first is a workshop presented after the candidate has 
been chosen but before contracts have been signed. General 

,~ in nature, its purpose is to help the prospective R .. A. to 
assess his suitability for the role of resident assistant. The 
content of the program (a) enunciates the basic philosophy 
of the University and of the Student Development Office, 
(b) describes the counselling role and its importance, and 
(c) emphasizes the value and goals of residential living and 
the value and need of programming. In addition it describes 
the expectations of a staff member in crisis on the campus. 
Dr. Esswein and Dean Fisher discuss medical and legal 
aspects relative to the role of resident assistant. 

The second formal program precedes the arrival of the 
freshmen on the campus in the Fall and serves to orient the 
R.A. to the detailed objectives of the Program as well as to 
their specific responsibilities. 

In addition to the formal training workshops, the 
Student Development Office offers the R.A. several 
opportunities to help him understand and assess student 
needs and relate better to them. Meetings with members of 
the psychiatry department and the deans are scheduled 

___ ~ bi-monthly. 
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A psychiatric consultant attends corridor meetings every 
other week. R.A.'s are also invited to attend and participate 
in the weekly conferences sponsored by the Student Life 
Study Group. Finally, the Resident Directors and Deans
confer with each R.A. individually at least once a semester. 

The R.A. comes under the direct supervision of the 
Housemaster, Resident Director and, ultimately, the Dean 
of Men or Dean of Women. The effectiveness of the R.A. is 
determined primarily by evaluations from (1) the residents 
on the corridor, (2) the corridor ~esuits, (3) Housemaster or 
Resident Director, and (4) Deans. Evaluation criteria 
include (1) rapport with students, (2) skill in communicat
ing with students, (3) skill in moving students from 
dependency to independency, (4) administrative ability, (5) 
judgment, (6) creativ.ity, (7) reliability, (8) commitment, 
and (9) emotional stability. 

The students generally view the counselling on the 
corridor ,as good and generally view the R.A.'s as helpful 
persons who understand them and are available when 
needed. On the other hand, the R.A.'s expressed confusion 
regarding their role, functions and responsibilities and 
frustration at the lack of support from the Student 
Development Office in dealing with disciplinary cases. They 
also emphasized that the prevailing bureaucratic system 
with its cumbersome channels contributes to delay in 
effecting high-level maintenance in housing that is already 
physically sub-standard. 

"There £s some quest£on as to whether the 
Un£vers£ty makes an adequate disclosure to 
parents and prospect£ve students as to the 
availabiHty of housing. " 

The Task Force wishes to underscore its appreciation of 
the vital role the R.A. plays and should play especially on 
the freshman corridor. Today and in the past, some 
outstanding men and women have served as R.A.'s and 
house leaders. Such men and women, by their intelligence 
and dedication, have left their imprint on Georgetown 
undergraduates. 

Every effort must be made by the Office of Student 
Development to recruit actively the best Georgetown 
University juniors and seniors to serve as R.A.'s. 

H. Housing and Student Body Size 

The Task Force is concerned that the University and its 
Board of Directors recognize that there must be a direct 
correlation between the size of the student body and the 
availability of campus housing. Indeed, it cannot even be 
assumed that students who are forced off campus by the 
,lottery or who on their own initiative elect to live off 
campus, can in fact find suitable accommodations within a 
reasonable distance at rents the students can afford. There 
is some question in the minds of Task Force members as to 
whether the University makes an adequate disclosure to 
parents and prospective students as to the availability of 
housing and the prospect of maintaining residence on 
campus during the entire undergraduate period. There is 
considerable justification for a complaint that the 
University represents itself as residential in character when, 
in fact, it is not except in a very limited sense. Some review 
of this concern with the Office of Undergraduate 
Admissions is in order. 

If dormitory'living is to make a valuable contribution to 
the educational experience, there must exist a sufficient 
residential facility to accommodate all incoming freshmen 
and, at least, the majority of upperclassmen and transfer 
students who desire to live on campus. We know 
Georgetown does not have that amount of housing today, 
and we are concerned that the University relate such 
availability to any decisions with respect to enlargement of 
classes or academic departments. 

The administration speaks of Georgetown as a residential' 
university. The administration is deeply interested in the 
religious life of the students and feels that religious life on 
campus is directly affected by residential living. However, 
on·campus housing is not adequate to house those wishing 
to live on campus. These statements do not coincide. 

Many of the current problems with-campus life can be 
traced to the lack of adequate housing and to the fact that 
Georgetown is in serious danger of losing its residential 
character. With so many students living away from the 
University, is it any wonder that there are fewer and fewer' 
social events every year, that organized activities are not as 
popular-and therefore as strong-as they used to be, that 
with every passing year the atmosphere on the campus 
resembles that of a commuting college? Personal initiative and responsibility on the part of 

R.A.'s should be encouraged. Better orientation to the 
position should take place. At least some knowledge of 
drugs and their effects, some knowledge of signs of mental 
disturbances, clear knowledge of sources for consultation ' 
when academic, legal, medical problems arise-these should f 

be some of the material in any orientation program. The 
R.A.'s should be made to feel more a part of the 
educational staff. They should be subject to careful 
supervision and review in the constant effort to assist them 
to carry out their vital role more effectively. They should 
have a sense of being supported in their decisions as well as 
being clearly responsible for those decisions. 

The Committee on Residence Hall Life and Housing 
reported to the Task Force with regret that there seems to 
be a deep-seated lack of confidence, especially on the part 
of some male R.A.'s, with certain aspects of the Residence 
Hall program. Some male R.A.'s described to the 
committee w_hat they considered, rightly or wrongly, to be 
a lack of support, a lack of positive leadership and a failure 
to encourage initiative. The Task Force notes this aspect of 
the Committee's report and would recommend that the 
Office of Student Development review its procedures and 
resident hall programs to determine the nature of this 
problem and the remedial steps to be taken. 

These comments should be understood as encouraging 
the Office of Student Development to carry out more 
effectively what that office has described itself as doing. 

, 
. ..:: 
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We are not convinced that the administration is serious 
about building a new dormitory: We say it must be. Since 
on-campus living has been found to be an important 
element contributing to-the overall educational experience 
and since housing is becoming -a scarce commodity in the' 
community as well as on the campus, the University should 
not plan in!-=reased enrollments without appropriately 
increased housing. ," -

The' Task Force therefore recommends that the 
University accord the construction of new dormitories high 
priority in its development program. Further, the Task 
Force believes that the University itself recognizes that the 
objective of making Georgetown a truly residential college 

- will only be achieved, if ever, in the long term and,· in alL 
likelihood, not -in the present decade. In this light and in 
view of the increasingly large numbers of commuting_ 
students and, the co-curricular needs of all students, in 
residence and commuting, we also recommend that the 
Board of Directors give high priority to the construction of 
a first quality University Center. We believe that such a 
center would be as central to the University's non-academic 
life as the Laui~ger Library is to its academic life. 

I. Food and Health Services 

The committee on Residence Halls and Housing was 
instructed by the Task Force as a whole not to concern 
itself iNith either the health service or the food service. The 
Committee followed these instructions but brought to the 
attention of the Task Force that many students expressed 
concern and dissatisfaction with both services. Accordingly, 
the Task Force recommends that the University institute a 
review of both services with a view to their improvement. 

"The University should not plan increased en
rollment without appropriately increased 
housing. " 

III. STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 

AND ACTIVITIES, AND THE 
NONRESIDENT STUDENT 

A. Student Activities 

The major qualities and problems of student activities 
are the following: 

1. Finances 

The major link between Student Activities and Student 
Government is the Student Activities Budget. This lump 
sum ($177,450 in 1971-72) is handed over by the 
University Comptroller to the Student Government, which 
then divides it among student organizations (55 in 1971-72) 
on the basis of submitted budgets. Both Activities and 
Student Government seem happy with this arrangement, 
though naturally some activities seek increases in their 
allotments. 

In addition, the Student Activities Office has a budget of 
about $25,000.00, which the Director says is not nearly 
adequate. 

There is considerable sentiment for a $5.00 per semester 
mandatory Student Activities Fee assessment for' each 
student to supplement but not replace the Student 
Activities Budget. 

-- '
, " 
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2. Facilities 

The major link between Student Activities' and the 
University Administration is the Student Activities Office. 
Through this office the facilities in the basement of Healy 
Building are maintained as a University Center for student 
activities use. There is universal agreement that these 
facilities are severely inadequate, especially in the face of 
the increasingly nonresident ch'aracter of Georgetown. They 
lack: 

adequate space for offices and recreation; 
public bathrooms on either the basement or first floor 

levels; , 
both air conditioning and functional heating; 
convenient "snack bar" food facilities within the Center. 
Despite the imaginative leadership from the Student 

Activities Office, the University Center is central in name 
and location only; it has not become a major focus of 
nonacademic student life. 

HThe Task Force recognizes a need for a high
level, multi-lateral committee to g£ve cohes£ve
ness and direction to student life as a whole. " 

3. Student Response 

The interest in organized student activities has increased 
significantly in the last ye'ar, but the focus of that interest 
has shifted from the larger, university-wide organizations to 
smaller, special-interest groups. Several leaders of larger 
organizations report difficulty in arousing student interest, 
especially for activities involving extensive commitment of 
time and energy. 

Another acu'te probl~m is communicating effectively 
with off-campus students about activities on campus. The 
Daily Bulletin is not highly effective, and other methods 
increasingly drain the budgets and energy of organizations 
as the number of nonresident students rises. 

4. Conclusions 

The University administration has barely beg!Jn to 
recognize the impact on the campus of increased 
nonresident living. Student Activities find themselves 
greatly in need of more facilities and better channels of 
communication. They are one major means through which 
off-campus students can become engaged more deeply in 
the life of the University c9mmunity. 

The Healy Building basement can never become, under 
any circumstances, an adequate student center for a 
university of 4505 undergraduates-more than half of them 
nonresident. Until such, a center exists, Student Activities 
can never be fully effective. 
, Ultimately, student activities, I ike all areas of non
academic student life, derive their essential character
istics from the vital core of any university-the intellectual 
life. While they can of themselves improve the quality of 
student life to a degree, basically they are effects, not 
causes, of the fundamental human experience at the 
University. 

We would recommend the following: 

a. A Committee should be instituted, composed of both 
students and non-students, which will coordinate and 
promote on-campus cultural activities from a wide range of 
intellectual and artistic areas. 

b. The University should reconsider Mandate 81 and 'put 
a higher priority on creating an authentically viable 
University Center as a focus of nonacademic student life. 

c. The University should develop and adopt a formula 
whereby students could, be assured that their student 
activities fees could be easily computed 'and would bear a 
reasonably constant relation to tuition and the cost of 
living increases. 

d. It is strongly recommended that the University 
develop effective means of disseminating information on 
activities and events to students and, especially, to 
non-resident students. 

e. It is recommended that the structure of Student 
Activities be thoroughly reviewed by a team' of students, 
faculty and administrators, with an eye toward developing a 
more, sensible and clearly defined system. 

B. Student Government 

As outlined by its constitution and as conceived by its 
elected officers and as recognized by the University 
community, the Student Government is the.chief group on 
campus clearly designed to represent all the undergraduate 
students of Georgetown. 

Because of its actual representative quality, as well as its 
, potential to be a voice for the undergraduate student body, 

both administrators and faculty representatives look to 
student government for student input both on a formal 
committee level and on an informal discussion leve\. 

Consultation with student government officials can give 
to other members of the University community ready 
access to student thought on matters which most directly 
affect the student body. The Student Government is not 
the only source of knowledge concerning student matters, 
but, in any matter affecting student life, it is an essential 
source. 

The Task Force would urge that, in all matters 
concerl)ing student life in the residence halls and campus 
life, serious consideration be given to student opinion and 
due consultation be held with members of the Student 
Government. Although efforts made in 'this regard are 
certainly to be commended, they seem at least in some 
instances to have been insufficient. The Task Force wants 
to underline and encourage such consideration and 
consultation. 

We specifically recommend the following: 

1. The Task Force recognizes a need for a high-level 
multi-lateral committee to give cohesiveness and direction 
to student life as a whole. Consequently, we recommend 
the formation of a student life steering committee. Its 
structure should be defined through consultation among 
the Student Government officers, the Office of Student 
Development and the Office of the University President. It 
should be left to determine its own procedural regulations. 
The decisions of this committee will be effective, unless 
overruled by the President, within 30 days. 

2. The Task Force urges the Board of Directors to adopt 
and recognize a written statement of the basic rights of 
students either in the form of a Bill of Rights or in some 
other appropriate form. We feel it is a matter of great 
importance that the students' rights, role and responsi
bilities be defined by the University's official governing 
body, the Board of Directors. Such a definition provides 
the firmest possible basis for any further negotiation or 
interaction between the students, either individually or in 
groups, and the administrative officials of the University. 

C. The Non-Resident Student 

Georgetown has two kinds of non-resident students: 
those who commute to the campus from their families' 
homes and those who originally lived on campus but who, 
for a variety of reasons, later found housing of their own. 
The kinds of problems which they face are, similarly, of 
two sorts. 

"The Task Force urges the Board of Dz'rectors to 
adopt and recognzze a wr£tten statement of the 
basic rights of students. " 

The difficulties of the commuter student are essentially 
social. Because they live beyond the cohesive force of 
dormitory life, they seem to find serious difficulty in 
meeting other students and in making friends. As a result 
Georgetown is for them only a series of classrooms, and 
'they speak of their college years as merely thirteenth 
through sixteenth grades. 

The commuters' difficulties are aggravated by the fact 
that inadequate provision is made for them at Orientation. 
While on-campus students are being advised in every aspect 
of college life, the local freshmen receive only academic 
counselling and advice. 

Traditionally the Washington Club, an organization for 
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commuting students, has alleviated some of their social 
problems. Unfortunately, it has declined over the past 
several years and present students find it little more than a 
name. It has no money of its own, it has no office space, 
and, because of problems with vandalism, the lounge in the 
basement of New North is kept locked except when one of 
the Club's directors can be present to open and guard it. As 
a result, at this time, the WaShington Club serves commuter 
students in name only. 

The non-resident (as differentiated from the commuter) 
faces difficulties which are, perhaps, even more serious than 
those of his fellow off-campus students. His social life 
usually finds a firm base in his initial experience with 
corridor life, but he may, in succeeding years, find it 
extremely difficult to locate a place in which to live. At the 
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present time, half of the University's undergraduates live 
off-campus, and next year non-residents will be in the 
majority. There is no one person in the University charged 
with responsibility for easing the difficulties of the student 
who must find and maintain living space of his own. The 
Housing Office offers a list of current apartments and 
houses, but this list represents merely messages they receive 
from persons interested in renting or sharing places. There 
is no solicitation and, except for the limited number of 
University-owned houses near the campus; no active 
attempt to locate or evaluate off-campus housing. 

Housing is always a problem in Washington, especially 
housing close to the University. At the present time, 
students are forced to live not only at a distimce from the 
University within the District but also across'the river in the 
Virginia suburbs. Georgetown has become in effect a 
commuter college. Students face great difficulties in finding 
houses and apartments which they can afford and which 
will rent to students. Inevitably, once these domiciles are 
found, student interest turns away from Georgetown and 
what it provides, and centers on their own individual 
residences. In the long run, like their fellow non-residents, 
the commuters, they experience the University merely as a 
series of classes. We, therefore, recommend the following: 

1. A major turn-about in University Housing policy is 
required. In the past five years Georgetown has become a 
commuter college, but policy and structure seem still to see 
the University as a resident school. The result of failure to 
keep up with the change in student geography is that the 
majority of students is being neglected in the vital areas of 
student services and housing. 

«What seems necessary is a crash building pro
gram in new dormitories and the hiring of a 
professional staff person to handle offcampus 
housing. " 

What seems necessary is a crash building program in new 
dormitories and the hiring of a professional staff person to 
handle off-campus housing, which will assist students in 
finding convenient housing; in addition, increased efforts 
must be made to secure better transportation facilities to 
the Georgetown campus. 

2. Strong support is necessary for the Washington Club 
and other groups representing commuting students. An 
adequate orientation program must be created for 
commuting freshmen. After registration, a mailing list of 

both commuting and non-resident students should be 
automatically and regularly created and be made available 
to all extra-curricular activities. 

3. It should be incumbent on the Office of Student 
Development to develop concrete methods to redirect 
interest of off-campus students back toward campus life 

'and to involve them, to the greatest extent possible, in 
, UniveJ:sity activities. 

IV. DISCIPL.INE AND 'CONDUCT 
, 

, ' . 
'A. Basic Issues of Revie~ 

The Task Force's review in this area covered the two 
basic aspects of the policies governing student conduct on 
campus: the substance of policies, and the procedures for 
applying the policies to particular cases. The procedural 
review covered both procedures for enforcement actions by 
administrators and for the adjudication of complaints by 

,hearing and appeals boards. For a more detailed review of 
pr.oblems in student conduct and adjudication, an historical 
review is appen~ed.,(See,Appendix B) 
, In examining 'these. issues, we concentrated on the 
following questions: 

1. Who has the authority to formulate substantive and 
procedural rules and regulations; 

2. Whether and to whom the authority has been 
delegated; 

3. Whether any precedent has been set with respect to 
the manner in which rules and regulations may be 
formulated and changed; 

4. Whether the present distribution of authority to 
promulgate rules and regulations is effective in practice; 

5. Whether the structure and procedures for adjl:ldication 
of complaints is workable and whether they can r,e made 
more effective through simplification; 

6. Whether the present procedures for review of 
"summary suspension" are appropriate; 

7. Whether the present substantive rules of conduct are 
enforceable, whether they are now enforced; and, whether 
effective sanctions for enforcement are now available. (See 
Appendix C on Sanctions). 

B. Procedures and Procedural Rules 

Some may view the subject of procedures and 
procedural rules with mixed emotions. Just as it was once 
stated that changes in the procedures for conducting 
criminal trials "would have about the same effect on the 
crime rate as an aspirin on a tumor of the brain," so it 
might be said that changes in student adjudication 
procedures will have no discernible effect on the quality of 
campus life at Georgetown. But, this is to view the issue too 
narrowly. Plainly, many Georgetown students share with 
Justice Frankfurter the belief that "(t)he history of liberty 
has largely been the history of the observance of procedural 
safegua,rds." They also believe that their right to "Iife, 
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness" in Georgetown 

'residence halls is deserving of basic protections. The Task 
Force thus considered at length what some might view as 
"aspirins". 

1. Authority to Define the Adjudication System and 
Procedures 

Perhaps the most fundamental issue that we examined 
was whether the authority to define the adjudication 
system and to formulate proceduraf rules now rests with 
'the University Administration, the Student Government, or 
is shared, by both_ Several schools of thought appear to 
exist within the University community as to .who has (or 
should have) this power: 

a. The Student Government Constitution. 
Article I, Section Eight of the Student Constitution 

vests in the Student Senate the power "to prescribe judicial 
procedures." The clear import of this document is that 
student judicial procedures are the sole province of the 
students. • 

b. The University President's Position. 
From correspondence between the President and the 

Vice ~resident for Student Development, it is possible to 
ascertain that the President is of the opinion that changes in 
the adjudication system may be made unilaterally by him at 
his discretion. Tacit in this correspondence is the assum-ption 
that the Vice President for Student Development may'make 
changes in a similar fashion. 

Despite some sharp policy differences over the past year, 
both the former Student Body President and the Vice 
President for Student Development appeared to be 
prepared to recognize the joint student-administrative 
nature of adjudicative decision-making. Such a recognition 
was made tacitly by the Vice President in December of , 
1971 and explicitly by the Student Body President in the 
same month. 

At this point it must be noted'that representatives of the 
Student Government have asserted, both publicly and in 
discussions with Task Force members, that the Administra
tion may not unilaterally establish or alter the adjudication 
system or procedures. Their position essentially is that the 
University irrevocably agreed at some point in recent years 
to establish the adjudication system and procedures only 
with the agreement of the Student Government. We have 
seen that this position is ultimately based on Article I, 
Section 8, of the Constitution for the Undergraduate 
Student Government, which provides, in part, that "The 
Senate shall have the power to establish the procedures for 
the protection of the rights of the student body ... " 

There is no substantial support for the position that the 
University irrevocably ceded its authority to establish 
procedures for dealing with violations of substantive 
University policy. At the same time, it is highly desirable 
for the Administration and the Student Government to 
cooperate in every way possible in the development and 
preparation of the' adjudication system and procedures, and 
it is essential for the dialogue between the Administration 
and Student Government to be removed from the arena of 

"It's highly desirable for the Administration 
and the Student Government to cooperate in 
every way possible in the preparation of the 
adjudication system. " 

University politics and to be conducted on a far more 
reasonable and intelligible basis. Ultimately, however, if an 
irreconcilable conflict between the Student Government 
and the Administration has to be resolved, the University 
President has the authority to do so. 

Of the three schools of thought previously noted, the 
last seems to offer the most viable means for achieving the 
goals outlined above. Clearly the Student Government 
Constitution's claim to final student authority in this area 
fails to comport with reality. Equally clear is the impact of 
the practke of consultation and consensus that has built up 
over the past' three years which precludes adjudicative 
change by administrative fiat, regardless of the legal 
authority of the central Administration in this area. 
Recognition of the wisdom of joint procedure-creation, 
however, ought not bind the University to the current 
helter-skelter, ad hoc methods of altering the adjudication 
system. 

Both Student Government and Student Development 
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From Complexity and <:;onfusion of Essentials' 
sources have indicated a willingness to see the task of 
annual reviews of the adjudicative procedures vested in a 
standing body which would' be free from submitting, 
proposed changes to the' Student Government or the 
Student Development office for approval. Such a body 
might be chaired by the Vice President for Student 
Development and could include the Deans of Men and 
Women, the Student Development staff member charged 
with administering the system, the-. chairmen of the three 
hearing boards and the chairman of the Student Senate 
Judiciary Committee. The decisions of the body, which 
would meet each summer to review the functioning of the 
system and all proposed alterations, would not then be 
subject to, the annual Administration-Student Government 
tug-of-war which now threatens the system's existence. 
Although such a plan would require a Student Constitu
ti0l'1al amendment and recognition by' the University 
President, this seems a small price to pay to resolve the 
current dilemma. ' 

2. Operation of Adjudication System 

The present system of hearing and appeals boards for 
resolving complaints against students is based essentially on 
the notion that the accused student should have the 
opportunity'to confront his accuser, that he should be 
judged after a hearing, and that he should be judged by his 
peers. 

The present system of adjudication suffers from three 
basic defects: 

a. An excessive reliance on student participation as 
"accuser"; 

b. A dizzying complexity and a confusion of the essential 
and the nonessential; and 

c. A misunderstanding of the concept of procedural 
"due process". 

The effectiveness of the present adjudication system, 
depends in large measure on the willingness of students to 
initiate complaints against fellow students. There is, 
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underscores the student's responsibility as a member of the 
University Community to protect his own rights through 
the use of adjudicatory systems. 

The second basic defect in the adjudication system stems 
from its complexity and from the confusion of essentials, 
and nonessentials. This complexity and confusion exists 
principally in the University's definitions of the adjudica
tion structure and adjudication procedures. These defini
tions should be simplified and limited to statements of 
general principle and jurisdiction: Such a simplification 
could permit greater continuity regarding the basic 
structure of the hearing boards and essential procedural 
guidelines, limit the scope of the Student Government
Administration dialogue regarding adjudication to funda
mentals, and contribute to a greater understanding in the 
University community of the adjudication system. 

The third basic defect arises from a misunderstanding of 
"due process". In most circumstances, requirements of 
"due process" are neither complicated nor inflexible. The 
"due process" guarantees of the Fifth and Fourteenth 
Amendments to the Federal Constitution apply to action 
by the state, not to private actions. The "due process" 
guarantees applicable to criminal proceedings do not 
necessarily apply in the context of university discipline. In 
short, it has long been settled that due process requirements 
vary with the nature of the offense and the interests at 
stake. For most of the offenses processed through the 
University adjudication system, due process requires 

'" nothing mOre than adequate notice of the charge, an 
3.::::::=----- opportunity to formulate a reply, an opportunity to 

however, a deep-seated reluctance on the part of students 
(indeed, on the part of most individuals) to play the role of 
accuser. The present system thus involves a troublesome 
contradiction: it requires that accused students have the 
right to confront the person filing charges against violators, 
but students are unwilling to file charges if they are 
required to do so publicly and to make known their 
discontent with a colleague. 

In this light, the present system of adjudication can only 
be effective if the residence hall personnel and administra
tors are viewed as the prinCipal initiators of complaints. 

"The effectiveness of the adjudication system 
depends in large measure on the willingness of 
the students to initiate cqmp.lat"nts against fellow 
studen~s~ " , ..' .. - ". ' 

These individu~ls have a dual' role. counsellor -and 
diSciplinarian' -, a'nd the task of bala'ncing these dual 
capacit'ies.' is extr~mely 'diffic'ult and 'sensitive. However, 
wi!h' respe'~t-,to' -~rtain types:of f!,!sjdence. hall o{fenses, 
reSidence l:Iall personnei':and:administrators ~hould be under 
an'~lmost automati'c:obligatiorl'to initiate, c.oinplaints:against 
offehding ~tudents. ,;For example; offenses' which involve 
destruction' of pro.per!V" ti1e- ahuse' c;>f ·University, facilities, 
tileft: ot' d,n ~versity' or other -studEm'ts' -property; .. abuse 'of 
the newly" redefinea intervisifation privileges,': and- the 
intentional ,disruption (by noise or oth'erWise) of living 
quarters should be treated as virtually automaticsuqj~cts of 
complaints. Such offenses have a sharp adverse impact on 
the rights of third parties, and rigorous enforcemen! of 
regulations prohibiting sucli offenses does not impinge on 
the exercise of individual rights 'or rights of privacy. This 
seems a reasonable and necessary burden. to, impose 'on 
residence hall personnel. The Task Force also sfrongly 

question the accuser, and an opportunity to tell one's side 
of the story. 

Unfortunately, much of the dialogue within the 
Georgetown community over adjudication procedures does 
not at all recognize these simple propositions .. lnstead, the 
Committee was struck by the tendency (particularly of 
students) to be excessively legalistic and to elevate 
disagreement over issues - some important, some not - to 
the level of Constitutional dispute. We were also struck by 
the tendency of both sides to permit minor disagreements 
to override agreement on fundamentals. These tendencies 
can only hamstring any adjudication procedure and, as we 
have seen, is likely to infect relations between the Student 
Government and the Adm~nistration. We are confident, on 
the other hand, that with reason, common sense, and good 
faith on both sides, no procedural issue need separate any 
segment of the University community.* 

C. Suggested Structural Changes 

1. The House Boards 

1 here are currently eight House Boards. Each has the 
responsibility for adjudicating violations of residential 
regulations within its house. In addition, the members of 
the University Residence Board sit as a judicial board when 
a violation is reported by any house which currently does 
not have an operating board of its own. Since each House 

"It is worth emphasizing that the most'discouraging part of the 
Committee's review was the task of unraveling the sources of the 
sharp Student Government-Administration differences over adjudi
cation procedures. Even more disturbing was the finding, after 
enduring hours of discussion and dozens of documents, that the 
differences were so narrow as to be difficult to define, A major part 
of the problem, it seems to us. stems from a failure carefully to deal 
with the substance of the issues being debated. Without seeking to 
apportion the blame, we have described in Appendix D several 
incidents in the debate over adjudication procedures of a character 
thal we deeply hope do not recur in the future. 

Board sets its own procedures, the nature of the hearing 
may vary considerably. for similar offenses, from house to 
house. Several members of the Student Development and 
Residential staffs expressed severe reservations about the 
viability of peer adjudication within a unit as small as a 
single dormitory. Thus, the Task Force offers the following 
recommendations: 

a. The creation of a "Residential Violations Board". This 
body would be composed of one student from each 
dormitory housing unit, appointed by the House Councils. 
The Board would sit in groups (or panels) of three members 
and would have jurisdiction to hear all residential cases that 
are not handled administratively under the current system. 
The panels could be chosen at random for each case, but it 
would be necessary to insure that no one individual became 
overly burdened by being called upon to sit too often. The 
individual House Boards that now exist would be abolished. 

b. Appeals. An appeal from the decision of a 
three-member panel or from an administrative action would 
be to the entire membership of the Residential Violations 
Board, sitting en bane. This would allow the elimination of 
the Residential Appeals Board, which was created last year. 

c. The University Residence Board, which is composed 
of the House Council presidents and the President and Vice 
President of the Student Body, would be relieved of its 
adjudicative function. 

The advantages of such a plan should be obvious. One of 
the key objections we have encountered is that the system 
is too cumbersome. I ndividuals are reluctant to use it 
because its jurisdictions and functions are hopelessly 
unclear. This plan would replace the ten coards currently 
sitting with one. Furthermore, itwould insure uniformity of 
procedure; currently each House Board is free to establish 
its own procedural rules, needlessly complicating the 
system. In addition, the number of students involved in 
residential adjudication would decrease. An improvement in 
the level of student participation should follow, as each 
House woulGl have to choose only one individual and 
members of the Board would develop expertise in dealing 
with residential discipline. Moreove~, the distinction 
between residential and University adjudication which the 
Student Development Office has been stressing would be 
retained. Finally, the removal of the University Residence 
Board from adjudication would help depo liticize the 

"Several members of Student Development ex
pressed severe reservations about the viability 
of peer adjudication within a unit as small as a 
single dormitory. " 

system. The members of that body, all elected student 
officials, should not occupy a position of adjudicative 
authority over their peers. 

2. The Campus Hearing Board 

This group appears to be the shining light of the current 
adjudication system. With a functional set of self-created 
procedures and a large measure of community confidence, 
the Campus Hearing Board appears to be performing its 
task - hearing cases involving less serious non-residential 
violations of University regulations - with distinction and 
dispatch. Well enough is, perhaps, best left alone. 

3. The University Hearing Board 

Few people quarrel with the existence of this body; 
perhaps few are aware of it. Those who are, expressed no 
serious reservations about its composition (five students, 
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Two Minority Reports Refute ParietllJ· Stand 
four faculty) or the way it is chosen (Presidential 
appointment). Here especially, however, there exists the 
beijef that its procedures are, in some unspecified way, too 
complex. This allegation is difficult to eval~ate. In addition 
to the imprecise nature of the charge, the fact that this 
group has met only infrequently makes an analysis of the 
procedures in actual hearings practically impossible. In 'the 
one test of the system this year, it functioned admirabIY .. ln 
addition, considering the extreme nature of the penalty 
involved - suspension - the procedures designed to 
safeguard individual rights do not seem unduly burdensome. 
No sweeping change is suggested. 

4. The Appeals Boards 

There are certainly a number of anomalies at this, the 
highest level of the adjudication system. The most obvious 

question is, of course, why two boards? It certainly cannot 
be due to the workload; neither body has ever met! The 
University Appeals Board (Purple Book, Undergraduate 
Adjudication, Section V) hears appeals from the decisions 
of the University Hearing Board. A second, as yet unnamed, 
group (which shall be referred to as the "Summary 
Suspension Appeals Board") provides technically, de novo 
hearings as to whether a student summarily suspended by 
the President should be suspended for a given period or 
sanctioned in some other way. In light of the alleged 

"The danger of the new system is that it in
sufficiently makes the distinction between the 
administration and adjudication determination. " 

crippling complexity of the system, the current status of 
each of these bodies raises serious questions. 

a. The difficulty with the University Appeals Board 
arises primarily from its composition. The Appeals Board is 
composed of the student-violator's Academic Dean, the 
President of the University or his delegate and the President 
of the Student Body. Either or both of the latter two 
individuals could well be placed under considerable student 
or alumni pressure in any controversial case. By the very 
nature of their positions they are often subject to such 
influences and, even if the decision each made in any case 
were entirely independent of such outside considerations, 
the credibility of the system might well be thrown into 
question. Therefore, it is strongly urged that both 
Presidents be replaced on this body, perhaps by individuals 
to whom they could delegate this responsibility at the 
beginning of each academic year. 

,b. Our objection to the "Summary Suspension Appeals 
Board" stems essentially from the reluctance of the 
University President to allow the University Hearing Board, 
which is composed of students and faculty, to adjudicate 
for permanent decision the cases of students summarily 
suspended by him. This is because he feels that a primarily 
student group should not be able to review his decision on 
appeal. The resolution of the matter seems fairly simple, for 
the subsequent consideration by any board of the fate of a 
student summarily suspended is certainly not an appeal. 
The President, acting in a crisis situation, may make the 
decision to summarily suspend. No one questions his 
j3uthority to do th is, and once the President informs the 
student involved, he is indeed suspended. What any board 
later hearing the case will decide is not whether the student 
should have been summarily suspended, not whether or not 
the President is (or was) right. That decision is, in effect, 
non-reviewable. The fact of summary suspension may not 
even enter into evidence at the hearing. What the board at, 
the hearing must determine is: Based on the facts of the 
incident involved, should the student have his relationship 
with the institution severed on a more permanent basis? 
The President, acting within the same fact situation, makes 
an administrative decision; there simply is not time for a 
hearing. The board has the luxury of taking testimony, 
receiving testimony and providing the full panoply of due 
process. The decision it reaches then, is a fundamentally 
different one. The President previously decided that at a 
given moment the offender's actions so jeopardized the 
institution's educational mission that he ought to be 
severed from it immediately. The board must decide 
whether the offender is so likely to threaten the University 
enterprise, in the future that he must be more permanently 
excluded. 

The danger of the new system is that it insufficiently 
makes the distinction between the administrative and 
adjudicative determination. Aside from the dangers of the 
new board's composition, since it hears only appeals from 
administrative action by way of summary suspension, the 
fact of previous summary suspension will always be taken 
into account, despite the procedural admonition to the 
contrary. Only by returning the determination of this group 
of suspension cases to the University Hearing Board can this 
crucial separation be preserved and the principle of peer 
adjudication restored. 

MINORITY REPORT ON VISITATION BETWEEN 
MEN AND WOMEN IN THE RESIDENCE 

HALLS OF GEORGETOWN UNJVERSITY 

The unpersigned hereby submits a minority report in 
objection to the recommendations voted on April 8, 1972, 
on the subject above. I wish it to be understood that this is 
no perfunctory action, but that it expresses my considered 
judgment and firm convictions, both of which were 
strengthened by the discussions and points'of view stated in 
the lengthy deliberations preceding the vote on this date of 
the Task Force on the Quality of Student Life. 

The undersigned strongly disapproves of twenty-four 
hour parietals, and I recommend that the Board of 
Directors reject the majority report of the Task Force. 

Far from being a device for preparing for mature life 
situations, the recommended policy is as far from a real-life 
situation as it could possibly be. The concept of a "24-hour 
open house" is one upon which no private household or no 
public living 'accommodation could possibly operate. The 
rules of courtesy alone would dictate that unlimited access 
to the dwelling place of another would be a grievous 
imposition upon the rights of privacy. The infringement of 
privacy does not stop with the person being visited; it 
almost always, especially when a number of people live in 
the same facility, infringes upon the rights and con
veniences of others. 

With the University's approval of the policy recom
mended in the majority report, the University may well 
find itself open to a civil action in law whenever there is a 
serious incident. 

Under the present system of parietal hours (12 Noon to 
2 a.m.) there have been many abuses, which are generally 
known. If the present hours are lengthened to the extent 
recommended by the majority report, it could be taken as 
tacit approval of the possibility of increased incidence of 
these abuses. It is naive to suppose that there will be no 
future violations of the currently accepted rules of conduct, 
especially as these. rules are already admitted as being 
unenforceable. 

As the University unequivocally states in the 1971 
catalogue for its undergraduate schools, "Georgetown is 
committed to a view of reality which reflects Catholic and 
Jesuit influence." This has always been Georgetown's 
commitment, and it is precisely because of this 
commitment that students and their parents have, chosen 
this University; it has also been the reason for loyal alumni 
support. In the view of stlldents, parents, and alumni alike, 
Georgetown has always, over many periods of social 
upheaval, provided an atmosphere and a context in which 
personal growth toward maturity could be best developed, 
an atmosphere which balances the claims of personal 
freedom with the just claims of society. 

The position of Georgetown University in higher 
education and its historic image as the oldest such 
institution under Catholic and Jesuit auspices have alike 
conferred leadership; it has not been our tradition to follow 
the dictates of vogue or fashion, but to meet whatever 
contemporary challenges there might be' and to interpret 
and implement them in the light of our own goals and 
principles. 

Patricia A. Sullivan 

"If the present parietal hours are lengthened to 
the extent recommended by the majority re
port, it could be taken as tacit approval of in
creased incidents of these abuses." 

MINORITY REPORT 

I concur with the substance of the above criticism of the 
Task Force recommendation. I remain unconvinced by the 
argurm!nt for removing parietal rules in campus residences. 
The insistence with which students have demanded it 
strikes me more as evidence of their immaturity'than of any 
real need to be in each oth~r's rooms around the clock. The 
readiness of adults to comply with this demand seems to 
me to be but one more instance of capitulation in an era 
that has seen too much of it, but it may be pardonable on 
grounds of battle fatigue. 

I must add two general reservations that refer to no one 
section of the report in particular. I demur from the 
assumption that students, faculty and administration are 
three estates, each endowed with a right to participate in 
the government of the University. Such an assumption 
seems to be to confuse an educational institution with a 
democratic political community. And, I fear that, despite 
references to Georgetown's Catholicity, what is meant is 
sometimes no more than a vague, liberal-Christian 
religiosity. 

These are not intended to be criticisms of my colleagues 
on the Task Force personally. They have 6nly reflected 
attitudes that are common today, but, which I believe are 

~~:r.s::::.:;;;:~'" wrong. For them individually, I have great admiration; I 
hav~ enjoyed my 'association with them; and, I deeply 
appreciate both the amount and the quality of the work 
they have done. 

Francis Canavan, S.J. 
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With "study this summer" 
an outstanding theme . 

Add a pinch of mini-course, 
Arabic and intensive learning; 

A dash of Quito, French and poetry, 
some bubbly Russian, 

Two cups of homemade history. 

Blended together, 
it's a "right on" brew 

Which will warm your stomach 
and your electives 'too! ! 

Garnish with Georgetown summer fun, 
serve warm, but surely not overdone. 

THE' HOYA' 

summer session recipe 

1 advance registration will continue after this week for summer session courses. To avoid long 
registration lines on June 12, June 19, and July 17, we encourage advance registration and 
prepayment before June 2. 

over 200 academic courses in 27 fields 
electives 
prerequisites 
required courses 

1 mini session (august 28-september 1) 
mini courses: 

english the changing american hero in literature 
government american political parties 
history comparative civilization 
philosophy problems of value 
psychology general psychology I 

syllabi of courses available at SSCE office 

4 study programs abroad: 
university of leningrad, U.S.S.R. 
university of dijon, France 
university of salzburg, Austria 
catholic university, Ecuador**** 

****new program this year to study spanish in a latin american country-two half scholarships 
available which include tuition, room, and board-applications accepted until May 15 

2 summer intensive language institutes! 
portugese 
arabic 

school for summer and continuing education 
156'Nevils 625-4353 

Page Twenty Five 
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LASTYEA,R2~OOOKIDS' " 
WERE LOOKING FORA BETTER PLACE . ~. ' -

TO ,SLEEP"IN E. 

THIS YEAR TWA OFFERS STUTELPASS. 
If you're planning to go to Europe this summel; 

don't be surprised if you find yourself sleeping in 
an uncomfortable place. 

With more students than ever planning to take 
advantage of low airfares, d~cent sleeping accom
modations are going to be tough to get. 

Not that back-packing it isn't fun. But after a 
while the ground starts getting kind of hard. 

You could play it safe and make reservations 
long in advance. But that can take all the fun out 
of traveling, since you may want to stay longer in 
one place, less in another, or change your plans 
altogether. 

That's why TWA has come out with Stutelpass~ 
For only $4.80 a day, you get a decent place to 

sleep, continental breakfasts, tour discounts, 
mail-drop services and more. 

Stu tel pass works like this. 
VJh~n you purchase your TWA tickets, you can 

also purchase the Stutelpass for 20, 40, or 60 days,. 
At only $4.80 a day. 

The Stutelpass booklet contains 20 vouchers, 
which can be used every day or every few days. 
In any 50 cities serviced by Stutelpass. If you 
don't use them all, just return them for a refund. 

All you have to do in Europe is either phone or 
visit anyone of 12 Stutelpass offices before 3 PM. 

I 'Jell them where you want to go and they'll arrange 
everything. 

When you get to the guesthouse or student 
hotel, just hand them the voucher. 

There's nothing more to do. 
No taxes to pay. 
No service charges to pay. 
No advance reservations to make. 
And for every 20 vouchers you buy TWA throws 

in 6 special vouchers. \Vhich can be used for 
tickets to a play in London. the use of a bicycle 
in Amsterdam, tickets to a bullfight in Spain, a 
three-course meal in Venice, tickets to the Olympia 
Music Hall in Paris, a smorgasbord luncheon 
in Copenhagen and more. 

All this for $4.80 a day. 
TWA's Stutelpass. 
Now you don't have to worry about finding a 

decent place to sleep. 
·StuteJpass is a service mark owned exclusively by TWA, 

1--- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -
PLEASE SEND ME MORE INFORMATION I 

I STUTELPASS. I 
TWA, P.O. Box 876 I 

"' ......... ," N.Y. 11735 

State. ________ -LJZip ____ _ 

I 
I 
I 

My 'fravel Agent is ____ ~~ I 
FF 29 ~ L ____________ J 

'. - -- : Friday, Aprll 14, 1972 

·~TennisTean" 
Continues 
L-osing 

by Tom Ruddock 
The ever unpopular disease 

. known as "the losing record" 
recently found its way onto the 
Georgetown University tennis 
courts and infiltrated the ranks of 
the varsity netters. So far this 
season, losses to William and Mary 
(3-6), University of Delaware (4-5), 
Princeton (0-9) and University of 
Pennsylvania (2-7) have made their' 
season somewhat bleak. 

Over the winter 'the netters 
remained idle as a unit. Some 
individual players, however, did 
keep in practice by working out at 
various indoor facilities. Spring 
practice then started in early 
March. 

Senior Ainslee Morton heads the 
starting lineup at first singles, 
followed by Sophomore Rick 
Kentz. Kentz currently has the best 
individual won-loss record at 3-1. 

Commentary 

Seniors Danny Haggerty and Vince 
Bogdanski (of gridiron fame) play 
in the third and fourth positions 
respectively. Another Sophomore, 
Vinnie Haas, plays fifth singles, 
while freshman Chuck Lohrifink 
caps off. the sixsome at sixth 
singles. Doubles teams are deter
mined at the matches themselves 
and are chosen from these startir.~' 
six players. Pairings are made by 
coach Bob Thomas, according tc 
the strategy of the day. 

The "losing record" disease has 
descended, insist some players, 
because of the shortness of the 
season and because many 
Georgetown opponents have finan
cial grants to aid them. 

"Right now," says Rick Kentz, 
"the best tennis players at George- .--
town are out for the team. But it's '( if 
still a matter of money. It's : f 
becoming too hard to compete 'f,i 
against the schools we play. We're ~ 

RICKKENTZ 

playing schools that give out tennis 
scholarships, so naturally they'll 
have better players. Here at George
town tennis scholarships don't 
exist." 

Kentz sighted a solution to the 
problem. "All you need to do is 
give out say $1,000 per year for 
one boy to come and play tennis. 
In four years you'd have a team 
with four really good players. Also 
this would improve the appeal of 
the team and as a result a number 
of good, non-scholarship seeking 
players would come to George
town." 

Many players feel that the Hoyas 
are making the most with what 
they have. Still, the disease is here 
and hopefully it will only remain a iIO!C.1 
short while. The antidote is money 
and if the netters ever hope to 
successfully continue on their cur-
rent level of competition, they will 
undoubtedly need substantial quan-
tities of this antidote. But for the ,.) 
present moment it appears that the -
pharmacy is simply not ready to fill 

L-__________________________________________________ -J their prescription. 

• 
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'Under,the" Bleache,s~,· 

~";TheChangingTide 
by Dave Kopech 

Sports Editor 
~f'. ~s i.s generally the case in the thriving 
m~tItutlOn kno~ as, Georgetown University, 
thmgs are changmg. As is also the case, things 
are, changing very, very slowly. Thus, the 
trend of change in the world of Georgetown 
sports. 

One of the more obvious changes in G.U. 
athletics can be seen in the athletic director's 
of~ice. !nstead of the nattily-dressed gray
haIred fIgure of Col. Robert Sigholtz, one sees 
the dark-haired, enthusiastic form of Frank 
Rienzo. Rienzo is presently the acting athletic 
director. Many people hoped that the 

\ formality of his actual appointment would 
have already taken place. 

Ironically, the search committee has 
already submitted its report. Although the 
committee took a long time to submit 

,recommendations, Fr. Henle is following 
f,' 4radition by plodding along before deciding to 

r
",:? name Rienzo. Hopefully, some results will 

ooze out from Second Healy by next week. 
, CHEERLEADERS 

:- Another slowly changing area in the world 
," of Georgetown sports is in that fantastic field 
I of freaking out fans called cheerleading. As I 
~ have mentioned in other columns, the I Georgetown cheerleaders are not quite in the 
~ same league as V.C.L.A. As a matter of fact 
ij they are not even in the same league with 
~ Catholic U., Cranston High School East, or St. 
~ Xavier High in Cincinnati, etc. 
.!(~ 

~~ I have found that the cheerleaders are 
I'inneffective for three reasons. First, there are 
~ simply not enough cheerleaders. Second, the 
~ horrible outfits (gray cullottes) are about as 
'becoming on the girls as white ankle socks (or 
gray ankle socks). Third, nothing at George
town makes anyone want to be a cheerleader. 
The only incentive cheerleaders have is 

) criticism from friends, fans and ambitious 
~ journalists. 
¥ How can this situation be altered before 
i there are no more cheerleaders left? First, 
, some incentive must be found to attract more 

people to cheerleading. One way to attract 
more people would be for either GV or 
some athletic fund group (Hoyas Unlimited 

maybe?) to fund the cheerleaders. Funding 
would include enough money for new, 20th 
Century style outfits (I personally like outfits 
of V.C.L.A. blue tight pants and sweaters). It 
would 'also mean giving the cheerleaders 
enough funds to' travel with the team 
occasionally. 

For example I'm sure that if the cheer
leaders were going to Florida next year with 
the basketball team, quite a few people would 
be willing to put in the great amount of work 
and time that cheerleading takes in order to 
be able to make such a trip; thus there is 
incentive, a new look and hopefully more 
participation and noise. 

IN SOOTH ... 

Another change which has occurred recent
ly at G.V. is the belief that just maybe all G.V. 
athletes are not dumb jocks. Printed below 
and to the right of the picture of Mark 
Edwards in his more widely known activity, is 
an original essay written by Edwards. 

Not only is Edwards a prose and poetry 
writer, he has also gained considerable re
known as a dramatic writer and actor. His 
original one act play, "Man's Most Dangerous 
Myths," is currently in rehearsal and is 
scheduled to be performed on Friday and 
Saturday, April 28 and 29 at Stage One. One 
need not add that Mark is not the only 
creative athlete at Georgetown. 

ARTIE WHITE 

Speaking of jocks, many people were 
surprised at the announcement that former 
Hoya basketballer Art White was the fourth 
round choice of the World Champion 

A U Down Hoyettes 
In Coed.Net Debut 

On Wednesday, the Women's playing first doubles for George
Tennis Team played a match town, smashed their opponents to a 
against American University in the 9-7, 1-6, 6-4 loss. Second doubles Milwaukee Bucks. . singles division. Anne Goddeyne, players, Rita Nannine and Kathy 

Red Auerbach, former Boston CeltIC coach, playing first singles, lost her match Ryan lost in a close match 6-3,2-6, 
commented after White's 1970 N.I.T. perform- 7-5, 6-2. Second singles player,7-9_ An extra non-scoring match 
ance, "Arthur definitely has the potential to Margaret Muranyi, also lost to her paired Sally Jacobson and Ann 
play professional ball." Many agreed, but American ,opponent 6-8, 2-6. Weiler who beat their American 

. h Georgetown s Carol Young played adversaries 6-4, 6-0. The outcome 
thought that any chances WhIte may ave ~ad third singles and upset her AU of the entire match was American 
for the N.B.A. were destroyed when WhIte opponent 6-2, 6-0. 3, Georgetown 2. 
left school this year. Thea Bruhn and Judy Quinn, 

Artie instead helped his chances for a pro 
career by traveling to Belgium to play 
professionally. In Belgium, White starred as a 
swingman, scoring between 30 and 40 points 
per game. 

Schedule 
Montgomery April 13 
Maryland April 18 
Marymount April 19 
Catholic April 20 

away 
away 
home 

Creativity: Athletic and Literary Prince Georges April 25 
Mt. Vernon April 27 

away 
home 
home 

'Life Is But a Dream' 

Mark Edwards outrebounds American University 
star Kermit Wasbington in a game played earlier 
this year. Edwards' literary ability is shown in the 
poem at right. (Photo by Glenn Moses) 

What is life, if but a dream 
to be lived and enjoyed? 
And to find life is to tmd reality 
but to know reality is to know 
some phase of life. 
Life is beyond reality 
which men try to conceive. 
Yet each individual life is different, 
and yet it is not. 
To know reality is to know one's existence. 
To exist, to live, to feel, to smell, to touch, 
to love, and to die-all of us have these things in 

common. 

What is sex if but a pleasure 
to be shared with truth. 
To lie about sex 
is only lying to one's-self. 
And is to know sex to have love? 

What is love? Men try to define its meaning 
yet sex without total love can be beautiful 
if shared with truth. 
Love omitted from sex is like a habit which one 

cannot control. 
And what is death? 
In death man finds 
the true meaning of life. 
But in the bliss of his awareness of himself 
he ceases to exist as we know of. 
But does he really cease to exist? 
And what form does one take in death? 
Death comes for all of us, but maybe death comes 
to give life, not take it away. 

And life, sex, and death are realities. 
They do exist, but could it be a dream? 
Is death not an awakening? 
Does man not awake from his dream 
in death to be truly alive? 
This is not life but a dream to be lived and enjoyed. 

: :..-.' ~ ~t',.;:::, 

MIS A W Tournament at Mt. 
Vernon, April 29 (Metropolitan 
Inter-Collegiate Sports Association 
for Women.) 

The unvictorious Hoyette tennis team will attempt to better their sea
son's record Tuesday at Maryland. (Photo by Glenn Moses) 
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Hoya Nine Hits Road 
After Poor Home S,t-and 

by Don Walsh In The Beginning O'Brien, Ed Stakem, Pete Jarowey 
Contributing Editor The season's opener had been and rookies Steve Conley and 

Absorbing back to back losses delayed twice for the Hoyas, Mattingly. , 
earlier in the week the hot and cold because bad weather and poor field' The pitchers have been the core 
Hoya diamondmen are on the road conditions caused postponement of of the outfield, too, as O'Brien has 
today for the second game of a both the Maryland and Catholic been a standout in center and 
three game series in the Philadel- games. The year finally opened for Stakem and 'Conley have seen 
phia area. Nolan's Nine against Syracuse on extensive action in both of, the 

Playing West Chester in the March 25 and the Hoyas pulled out remaining fields. All, according to 
return match last night, the Hoyas a tight one on Timmy Lambour's the coach, have fine speed, play 
face LaSalle this afternoon and clutch line drive single with two good defense and have potent bats. 
then move on to play Villanova on out in the ninth. In assessing the team's perform
Sunday. The Hoyas dropped the next ance so far, Nolan, despite the 

The Hoyas have been playing contest 3-2 to West Chester in the inconsistent nature of overall play, 
inconsistent baseball thus far and ninth but came back to edge is very optimistic about the season. 
plagued by a leaky defense held a Scran'ton 7-6 on yet another ninth- "We've been losing one-run games-
3-4 record going into yesterday's inning, two-out R.B.I. this one and that's not all that bad. We've 
game. coming on a '_ single by Dave won more than. our share in the 

Leading American University 4-3 Lowans. ninth and clutch hits don't come 
in the middle innings, .the Hoyas The beneficiary of all this every day. It's going to be a good 
failed to hold on as the Eagles eked late-inning action was junior trans- season." 

,-' " 

out a 5-4 decision over freshman fer relief hurler AI Walker. Billed an 
righthander Steve Conley, who "unknown quantity" in the pre

. went the route for the first time season by his coach, he has earned 
this year. Nolan's plaudits for his attitude anti 

The Hoyas return to the home clutch pitching in late-inning pres
turf was not favorable a day later as sure situations. After three con

.. the Catholic University Cardinals tests, the line read Georgetown 2-1, 
The floundering baseball team hopes to get untracked this weekend on shelled southpaw Ray O'Brien and Al Walker 2-1. 
their three game road trip in Pennsylvania. a patched up infield to an 8-3 tune. Tough Navy was next and the 
----------------~------------------------' -- Hoyas gave the highly-rated Middies 
Lights, Heavies Both Fall a battle before finally succumbing 

8-6. A porous infield gave up the 

C L - N p.1J ·~1' go-ahead run after Georgetown had re w.r~ . ose In Y. I Y come fro!" behin? to tie the score 
.wi I at 4-all 10 the Sixth. Al Walker's 

record slipped to 2-2 as did the 
Following a disappointing week- unable to complete the course. Satu~day, an~ was no kind~r to the Hoyas'. 

end against Penn in philadelphia, With renewed enthusiasm, and heaVies than It was to the lIghts. A But Walker made his comeback 
John Courtin's lightweights met sporting a new eight-man shell, a bitter contest with St. Joseph's in the Delaware game where he 
with another defeat in New York gift of Hoyas Unlimited, the lights College ended in defeat for all Hoya ' ' 
last Saturday. In what were describ- will face Temple and George entrees. Delaware Upset 
ed as "very poor rowing Washington Saturday afternoon on Frank Benson's varsity eight, pitched three scoreless innings in 
conditions," the varsity lost to the Potomac. unhappy with their poor showing in relief of freshman ace Mike Mat-
Princeton, which took an early lead Said Co-captain John 'Princeton a week earlier, lost to the tingly. Lee Slavin drove in Jeff 
and kept it. McDermott, "The team has a lot of Hawks by 2lh' lengths. St. Joseph's Gray with the winning run in the 

The Georgetown eight, stroked confidence in Courtin, and this will junior varsity jumped an early lead top of ninth as the Delaware unit, 
by Alex Jordan, gained ground with be very important in rebounding in their race and kept gaining, one of the best in die East, suffered 
a sprint in the last 300 meters of after these first disappointing loss- crOSSing the finish line 20 seconds a rate defeat. ' 
the 2000-meter course, but finished es, and finishing the season high in ahead of Georgetown's JV crew. _. Walker's pitching record ob
third by half a second behind the standings." No heavyweight meet has been scured the good throwing jobs 
Columbia. John is looking forward to the scheduled for this weekend. Cap- turned in by his mates. Working 

Ouch! 

But the coach is worried by the 
injury situation. Shortstop Tim 
Lambour, who showed flashes of 
outstanding ability in the field and 
at the plate where he hit a solid 
.300, suffered a severe ankle sprain 
and will be out for another week. 
Several other players have been 
nagged by minor hurts, enough to 
make a patch job necessary, espe
cially in the infield. 

But shortstop' Jose Pagan has 
filled in well for Lambour. At first 
unsure in the' field and hitless in 
two games, he has rapidly adjusted, 
fielding well and picking up his 
average to over .300 after the 
American game. 

Also after the American contest, 
Ron Beal, filling in for the ill Jim 
McNamara, has a hold on first with 
good glovework' and a .312 mark. 
Other Hoyas hitting well include 
O'Brien at .300, Stakem at .312 
and Lowans at .316. Leading the 
club going away, right fielder John 
Lacci is on a hot streak with 
10-for-23 and an overall .435 mark. 
"Lacci is having a great year," 
Nolan said. "With him after 
O'Brien, other teams have to pitch 
to us. And the,hits are coming." 

The Junior Varsity fared no' Eastern Sprints in May, where a tain John Bradley hopes this two two pitchers in four-and-five-inning 
better on the Harlem River, lOSing long and close rivalry between week stretch between races will stints in the early games, Nolan got 
by several lengths. Most disappoint- Georgetown and Columbia will be "give the crew more time to iron solid performances from vets Ray 
ed were the freshmen eight who decided. out all difficulties, and to prepare ------------------------------
didn't place, With 200 meters Philadelphia also hosted the first mentally and physically for the 
remaining, the seventh man's. oar general meet of the season for next race on April 22 against 
became wedged and the fresh were Georgetown heavyweight crew last Marietta." 

D. C. Metropolitan Extramural Basketball Tournament 
April 14-15, 1972 

Fri.-p_m. 

Gallaudet College 

Catholic University 

4:30 I 
Howard University I 

Montgomery Collqe 

4:30 I 
George Washington U. I 

Georgetown University 

Federal City College 

D. C. Teachers College 

5:30 I 
No. Virginia C. College I 

American University 

5:30 I 
George Mason College I 

Prince Georges C. Coli. 

At Georgetown University 
McDonough Gymnasium 

Fri.-p.m. Sat.-a_m. Sat.-a_m. 

7:30 

51:00 

7:30 

11:30 

8:30 

10:00 

8:30 

Winner 

, 

----------------------------
Extra 111 ural,s 
Here Today 

Georgetown University will host 
the D.C. Metropolitan Extramural 
Basketball Tournament April 
14-15. Intramural champions from 
12 area colleges and universities will 
participate in the event. 

According to tournament chair
man Greg Schulze, Georgetown 
intramural director, opening round 
action will be held Friday evening, 
April 14, in McDonough Gymnas
ium. Finals will be conducted 
Saturday morning beginning at 9 
a.m. 

"The concept of extramurals is 
not entirely a new or original one," 
Schulze said. "It is designed to give 
the school's intramural champion a 
chance to compete intercollegiately 
with other champions. 

"This year's tournament will 
provide a better brand of competi
tion than ever before," he added. 

This year's representative from 
Georgetown 'will be the class A, 
intramural champs, the R.I. Crabs. 
In addition to being Georgetown . 
champions, they will serve' as Sophomore Justin Gubbins will travel to Boston this weekend to take 
defending tournament champs, part hl the Boston Marathon, the oldest marathon in the U.S. Gubbins 
since last year's tournament was ran last year and finished 15 in a field Which usually includes the best 

'-__________________________ --' won by the G.U. representative. marathon runners in the world. (Photo by Glenn Moses) 


